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FREE BONUS: LIFETIME UPDATES
I have so much more to share about the world of Podcasting. I’m just fascinated by the
medium, and I’m constantly trying and learning new stuff, and I want to share all of that with
you. In fact, the great thing about this being a Kindle book (or PDF, if you downloaded this from
PodcastingConfessions.com), is that I can add more sections to it any time I want, without
breaking a sweat!
So that’s exactly what I will be doing: Adding more sections to this book as I learn and
experiment and master more things about podcasting.
I especially plan on adding more detailed sections about podcast marketing & monetization.
If you purchased this book through Amazon Kindle - then just forward your Kindle payment
receipt to ravi@digitalaccesspass.com, and you can get access to lifetime free updates to all
changes made to this book.
But if you purchased it through my web site, then you’re already signed up for lifetime updates,
and no further action is required, other than to stay subscribed.
Copyright © 2016 Niche Words Publishing, Edition 1.0
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic or
mechanical means including information storage and retrieval systems, without permission in
writing from the author. The only exception is by a reviewer, who may quote short excerpts in a
review.
There are links to third-party products and services in this book. All of those are what we have
used, or seen many people close to us use, and thus recommend those. Some of them may
even be partner links for which we may get paid a referral fee if you go on to purchase it. But
we do not in any way guarantee those products’ quality or customer service. So please do your
due diligence before you purchase any recommended products or service mentioned in this
book. Any income claims that may be made or suggested in this book are strictly from my own
experiences and are actual numbers. You may or may not make any money following any of the
strategies or tips mentioned in this book. In fact, you may even lose money for all I know. Now
that should make my lawyers happy.

COOLEST GEEK ON THE
PLANET
Hi!
My name is Ravi Jayagopal. I’m the Co-Founder &
Co-Developer of DigitalAccessPass.com , a leading
membership plugin and marketing automation
platform for WordPress.
I am also the creator of CoolCastPlayer.com - what is
officially “The Prettiest Podcast Player on the Planet”. Don’t believe me? Ask Google 
I live in sunny San Diego with my lovely and super-smart wife Veena Prashanth (the other Cofounder & Co-developer of DAP), 2 amazing kids and a male dog inexplicably named Vanilla.
Having grown up as a talk-show fan, in a family where my father, my uncles and my grandfather
were all Indian film legends - and continuing to fuel that passion as an adult by listening to
podcasts since the mid 2000s, I have always been fascinated by the talk-show format.
And over the years, having advised thousands of people on how to monetize digital content
through my main membership site software & coaching/consulting business, and being a superfan of all forms of talk shows, especially podcasts, as well as having started my own show, I
have developed a very unique perspective and a tremendous knack for figuring out what most
people are doing wrong with their podcasts. And I have developed a powerful list of ideas and
strategies that can help you create a better show, get more listeners, and build not just a
hobby, but a long-term business using their podcast as a very powerful audience-building and
marketing platform.
In this book, I’m going to tell you my biggest takeaways from my first year of hosting my own
podcast, the “Subscribe Me” show at SubscribeMe.fm .

Some Tidbits and Bragging Rights



I have been selling digital products online since 1998.
I invented Content Dripping, where you drip content over time; like an autoresponder
sends out pre-scheduled emails (I called it a ContentResponder). I also coined the word














"Drip Feed" - it came from a middle-school social studies lesson about Indian farmers
who used something called "drip irrigation" to keep their crops watered even when
there was water shortage, and to automate the watering by releasing water slowly over
time, while still conserving water usage.
I wrote my first real book in 2007 (no Kindle back then) called No Business Like EBusiness which went on to become an Amazon category best seller at the time.
I’m the First Indian ever to sell a physical product online from India, to a world-wide
audience, in 1998.
I’m the creator of the world’s first membership plugin for WordPress,
DigitalAccessPass.com.
I’m the first podcaster to sell an ad spot via an eBay auction, a full two weeks before I
launched the podcast. And I got paid $510 before I had even recorded my first-ever
episode for my first-ever podcast. That’s the power of marketing – where you can sell
something that doesn’t even exist yet! (The link to the eBay auction and more details
further ahead.)
I’m the Coolest Geek on the Planet (Don’t believe me? Ask Google)
Launched my first web site in 1997. Between 1999 and 2007 (back when I still had a job)
I was averaging about $2,000 a month from physical Google AdSense ads, and book
sales – basically selling somebody else’s book and shipping it from India to a world-wide
audience.
I developed the world's first PayPal Download Protector, at a time when it was supereasy to find the download link of a product, right from the sales page, simply by looking
at the source code of the PayPal buy button. I also developed the first-ever ClickBank
Download Protector for protecting digital information products purchased through
ClickBank.
In 2000, I created a suite of webmaster PHP scripts called “Webmaster In A Box” (now
defunct) that brought in, on average, about $3,500 a month, for about 5 years.
I’ve been blogging with WordPress, at RavisRants.com, since January 2005. That’s what
made me a fan of WordPress, and along with my amazing wife Veena Prashanth, we
have since created an entire software business based on WordPress. Veena is the other
co-founder & co-developer of DigitalAccessPass.com, and today, she is the “face of the
DAP franchise” 

A WANNABE PODCASTAR
I host two podcasts now. But when I was just getting started with podcasting, I didn’t just want
to be a Podcaster. I’m talking about wanting to be a PodcaSTAR. Small play on the word, but
huge difference in meaning and impact!
Here’s my first confession: When I grow up as a Podcaster, I want to be like Tim Ferriss and Pat
Flynn (yeah, I know, many of us do.)
Before I got started with my own podcast, one of the star attractions of podcasting was seeing
Pat Flynn (SmartPassiveIncome.com) and John Lee Dumas (EOFire.com) put out crazy monthly
income reports, where they were making gobs of money each month via their podcasts.
And then came Tim Ferriss with his 60 Million Downloads!
But more than the money itself, what truly blew me away was the kind of raving fans and
engaged audiences they were building, which pretty much allowed them to point that massive
audience’s attention to whatever it was they were promoting.
Affiliate links? BOOM!
New book launches? BOOM!
Selling Journals with blank pages?? DOUBLE BOOM!
They could just say the word, and get their massive audience to take massive action.
That’s the kind of influence I craved.
But after closely following – and intently listening – to podcasting veterans like Dave Jackson of
the SchoolOfPodcasting.com, Daniel J Lewis of TheAudacityToPodcast.com and Cliff Ravenscraft
of PodcastAnswerMan.com, I knew it wasn’t going to be easy.
After all, I had been in the online business world selling digital products and doing digital
marketing for over 18 years. I had even written a category best-seller called “No Business Like
E-Business” back in 2007. And I am the Co-founder & Co-developer of a leading membership
plugin since 2008. So of course, I knew what it took, and I could coast through it all, right?

<insert harsh sound of buzzer here>
Oh, how I was wrong!
Podcasting is nothing like selling a digital product, but is still everything like selling a digital
product.
Whaaaat?
Yes, that’s how much of a contradiction podcasting is.
Podcasting is hard. Churning out great content week after week, the research, the editing, the
uploading, creating a page for it on your site and optimizing it, then promoting it… all of that is
hard. It gets even harder when there simply aren’t any tools to measure a lot of the key metrics
– like how many people that downloaded your episode actually listened to it, how long did they
listen, ability to track ROI on paid advertising when it comes to converting clicks to listeners to
subscribers – a lot of that is not possible right now.
Podcasting takes a lot of passion, knowledge & persistence to do it long-enough and wellenough to build authority and influence - and most importantly, a lot of marketing – to get the
word out and build a legion of raving fans.
So in this book, I’m going to lay bare my soul, open my heart, and lay it all out on the table:
Everything I’ve learned from doing my own show a while now, and more importantly,
everything I’ve learned NOT to do, thanks to being a podcasting super-junkie who listens to
podcasts ALL the time – whether I’m grocery shopping, waiting to pick up my kids, on a walk
with my dog, on a run, and even when lying with my mouth wide open at the dentist’s table.
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PODCASTING CONFESSIONS
You could spend over 790 hours listening to about 1,575 podcast episodes from something like
11 different “Podcast about Podcasting” shows, muddle through tens of thousands of lines of
show-notes and links and resource, join 17 Facebook groups and communities about
podcasting and read through thousands of questions and answers. You could also start your
own show, waste 6 months making mistakes, screwing things up and prioritizing the wrong
things and following the wrong advice and muck up your show - just like I almost did, when I
wanted to get started with my own Podcast SubscribeMe.fm, a show about creating
membership sites and online courses.
OR… you could simply read this book and get a 100-foot overview of the podcasting world, and
understand what it takes to launch and run a successful podcast. Just reading this book will put
you miles ahead of everyone else trying to start and run a podcast – most of whom haven’t
read this book, are trying to do it the hard way, and most of whom will not get the results they
want for themselves, their show and most importantly, their audience.
But that’s not gonna happen to you, because you’re about to read one of the most concise, no
nonsense” books about Podcasting, about how to create a remarkable podcast, and what you
can learn from other people’s mistakes so that you know exactly what to do – and what not to
do.
No, this book is not the “last resource you’ll ever need”. Far from that. But it’s the absolute
best starting point. A CliffsNotes for podcasters, an unfair cheat-code. Nowhere else can you
learn so much about podcasting, start to finish, in a single book that you can read in a couple of
hours.
And once you’re done reading this book, you’ll find further resources and links to pursue
deeper and advanced learning.
So let’s dive right in!

TRUTH: Podcasting Is Not a Business Model
Yes, there… I said it.
Podcasting is NOT a business model. A podcast is not something you start if your main goal is
to make some additional income from ad revenue and sponsorships. Sure, extra income may
happen as a by-product of your podcast, but that shouldn’t be the main goal. And I’ll tell you
why in a minute.
If you want to make quick money in the short term, or if you wish to build a long-term business
that will let you quit your job and pay for your children’s college education and fund your
retirement and let you go on exotic vacations and travel the world, then I’ll tell you right now
that 99% of those starting a podcast for just those reasons, will probably fail at meeting that
goal.
To make money and build a profitable online business, there are a lot better ways to achieve
that than to start a Podcast.
I know, it sounds like I’m being dismissive and discouraging, but it is better for you hear that
from me right now, rather than 6 months and a failed podcast later.
Podcasting - like Blogging - at its core, is an audience-building platform – a.k.a “Content
Marketing” tool. Just like it is ridiculously hard to create a full-time living with a blog that only
generates income via advertisements alone, creating a Podcast with the intention of making
money solely via sponsorships, is just as hard – probably way harder, even.
But that doesn’t mean Podcasting isn’t one of the greatest things ever invented – maybe even
better than sliced bread!
I personally believe that when it comes to the ability to connect with people on a deeper,
personal level, Audio is second only to Video. And with all the ways already invented every day
to interrupt, annoy and distract people – TV, Netflix, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat,
Whatsapp, Hangouts, and on and on and on… and more ways being interrupted every day,
podcasting, in some ways, has become the single most powerful, relationship- and fan-building
tool there is – even more so than video.
You can’t listen to the radio show that you want to, when you want to. Whatever is playing
when you get into your car is what you have to listen to. Even with expensive Satellite radio,
you only get more channels, but you don’t get the channels on-demand. You can’t get a show

on satellite radio to start when you’re ready for it - you still have to listen to the shows on their
clock, not on yours.
You can’t be driving and watching a YouTube video (I guess you could, but if you did, then you
probably wouldn’t be well enough to be reading this book now, would you? ). You can’t read
an online article or a book or a blog post or a PDF report, when you’re driving to work, or
walking your dog, or at the gym, or doing the dishes, or…. You get the point.
Podcasts can go “where no other media has gone before”, so to speak. The people talking on
the show – whether they are making you think, laugh, cry or learn – they’re in your ears, talking
directly to you, they have your fullest attention, you are focused in on their voice, even if you’re
performing a chore. You chose the podcast yourself. No one “spammed’ you with that podcast.
No one signed you up for it without your permission. There was no “popup” or “malware” that
forced a podcast episode into your ears. There was no “Nigerian Prince” who asked you for
your iTunes id so that they could auto-subscribe you to junk shows. There were no fake billing
department calls from Dell asking you for your credit card, so that they can charge you for a
podcast – oh wait, that’s right – podcasts are free! Most of them, anyway.
YOU chose to search for a podcast. YOU went out and looked for it. YOU voluntarily listened to
it, maybe multiple episodes, maybe you even subscribed to it and have it automatically
downloaded every week. YOU did all that – yourself. And you got to listen to the show of your
choice, with the topics of your choice, when and where you wanted to listen to it, listening to it
when you simply had no other way to entertain yourself, or learn something, or become a part
of a movement.
But as powerful as podcasting is, it’s still not a business model – meaning, it’s not necessarily
built for directly making money from your podcast itself – as in, ads on your show.
Yes, some people may have been able to reach that rarified air where they are able to make
enough money from sponsors alone. But don’t just look at their results and mistakenly think
that if you do exactly what they did, then you too will have the same kind of success. You may –
or you may not. Depends on how good you are in your craft.
Copying their techniques and strategies is not going to duplicate their results. A lot of people
forget the main thing that brought success to those at the top of their game: It’s their skill, their
craft, their talent.

Sure, passion, persistence, patience… they’re all great virtues. But those are virtues that can
take you to the next level, if you already have a really great product to begin with – and in this
case, that’s a great podcast.
Instead, where Podcasting shines, is its ability to indirectly impact other areas of your business
- like developing more Authority, Credibility, Expertise, which could all be used to get speaking
gigs, coaching gigs, consulting jobs, to drive awareness and traffic to your other products and
services, sell more books, build a list, etc.
Only a tiny percentage of podcasters will actually end up making a successful, full-time living
just off of sponsorships on their shows. So if your goal is to make a lot of money with sponsors,
then you’re going to be disappointed.
So stop lusting after other people’s numbers. And instead, think of the outliers’ success as them
trailblazing a difficult path for all podcasters to follow in.
You are better off using a podcast to build an audience, build your brand, and market yourself,
your products, books and services.
Podcasting is a long-term play. If you want short-term results, then paid ads on Facebook and
Google is the fastest and most ROI-measurable way to go.
TRUTH: World’s Most Powerful “Door Creator”
Here’s a truth about podcasting: A Podcast is the world’s most powerful “Door Opener”.
But I believe so strongly in the medium, that I would take that description even further, and say
“A Podcast is the World’s Most Powerful Door CREATOR”.
Podcasting doesn’t just open doors, it “Creates Doors Where None Existed Before”.
And it’s also the most impactful “Fan-Building Media Format” available to us today, second only
to video, but in many ways more powerful, only because we can take audio with us to places
where video or web sites can’t go.

TRUTH: Podcasts Are Not Viral
Podcasts are not viral in nature – except for maybe the occasional outlier, big-name shows like
Serial.
When was the last time you told someone else on social media or emailed your list asking them
to go listen to someone else's podcast? If you did, was it for a regular show, and not a big-name
show that everyone is talking about anyway?
It does happen, but very rarely.
Usually, if you see a bunch of people listing their favorite podcasts, then there’s a very high
probability that those people are podcasters themselves, and you’re seeing this in a podcast
group on Facebook, and these podcasters are just trying to give some love to other podcasters.
And that group is usually an echo-chamber of podcasters, and while it does help a teeny-tiny
little bit, that’s just not very useful or impactful to go viral enough to reach a large-enough
audience.
Sure, you might have posted the link to somebody’s podcast a couple of times on Facebook or
Twitter, probably because you were interviewed on their show, and you wanted to show-off
just a little that someone had considered you enough of an expert to interview you as a guest
on their show, or maybe you simply wanted to thank them for having you on the show. Forget
that. That’s not going to move the needle for that show.
You’ve got to build your own audience. You’ve got to bring your own listeners.
TIP: Bring Your Own Listeners (BYOL)
You have to bring your own listeners.
“Discovery” in podcasting sucks. Yet not many will admit to this.
Not podcasters who have already built an audience. Not even the folks that have a podcast
about podcasting, and are teaching people how to podcast, will admit this easily.
The brutal truth is that there’s a huge discovery problem in podcasting.

But this is not the fault of the medium. In fact, it’s nothing new at all! It’s the same ol’ issue
every single person who has ever launched a new web site, or blog or online business has faced
forever: Build it, and they’re NOT going to come.
Heck, it’s not even just about digital content – the same issue also applies to brick-n-mortar
stores, restaurants, movie theatres, coffee shops, and even those selling access to live-events
and seminars.
“How To Get Them To Come?” is the million-dollar question facing every single person who has
ever tried to do anything – including something as simple as get people to come to their kid’s
birthday party.
It could be your new podcast. Or a new web site, a new blog, a new product or service you’re
selling online.
Except, no one knows about it in the beginning. And nobody is ever going to know about it,
unless you do something about it.
You have got to get the word out about your blog, your web site, your online products and
services, your app, and yes, your podcast too.
If someone tells you that iTunes is going to help you with discovery with the “New &
Noteworthy” section, then refer to that section below. Here’s a sneak-peek of what I think:
N&N is practically worthless when it comes to helping your show get discovered. And at the
time of writing this, the number of “New & Noteworthy” shows in that list just went from like
100 or so, to just 20. So all of the thousands of new shows being launched every month are now
competing for those 20 spots.
Discovery doesn’t just mean helping a handful of people stumble upon your podcast (or
blog/website). Discovery has to be meaningful, scalable, repeatable & sustainable.
New & Noteworthy is none of those. So any handful of downloads you get has to be thought of
you winning $10 in the lottery: Yes, you won. Yay!! Go buy a latte and celebrate. Yes, $10 is
nothing to sneeze at, but for all real purposes, your “win” is practically worthless.
So you’ve got to constantly do the marketing yourself. You have got to promote your show and
drive traffic and listeners to your podcast, using the very same “Internet Marketing 101”
techniques – like building a list, content marketing, paid advertising, joint ventures, barters and
favors exchanged.

You have got to build your own audience. Nobody is going to do it for you.
Not even your audience is going to help – not much, anyway. Not because they don’t want to.
But only because they have a life, busy with their work, home, family, kids, commuting,
birthday parties, yoga classes, walking the dog, doing the dishes, shoveling snow, and yes, even
listening to podcasts when they’re out and about, and not in front of a computer to hit “like” on
your podcast audio.
Some of the biggest shows – like DigitalMarketer’s podcast about Facebook advertising, or Tim
Ferriss’s podcast - all got a massive start right off the block, because they had an existing
audience, a massive email list, and they simply brought over that existing audience to their new
podcast when they first launched.
And with every new episode, they will send out a notification to their list, while obviously giving
out added value, of course. Every time they email their list, they get a huge boost in downloads,
get new subscribers, and they have great results to show to their sponsors.
And none of that is going to happen for you, if you don’t already have an audience.
Having 100,000 followers on Twitter doesn’t mean much - I’ve seen people with massive
followers send a tweet and get just a handful of clicks, because Twitter has its own issues with
stickiness and sustained-impact of content.
Even if you have thousands of “friends” on Facebook, or tens of thousands of “likes” on your
Facebook pages, it doesn’t mean your posts are going to get that kind of reach. You would be
lucky to get even a small fraction see your posts. So even building a massive list of friends and
followers on social is not going to help you get big-enough numbers to make money off of
sponsorships.
With a regular online business, you can use an “Affiliate Program” to recruit your own
“Affiliates”. These are other web site owners and bloggers who sign up to your web site, get a
special referral link that they can use to refer other people to your web site. And if those
referrals go on to take any action on your site (like sign up for your list, or purchase your
products or services), then you can pay them “affiliate commissions” (a.k.a referral fee).
With a web site, you have tons of tools that you can use to track engagement and various
metrics. You can actually tell how long someone watched a video, or how far down someone
scrolled on your page, or how long they stayed on your web site.

With a podcast, you have absolutely none of the tools available for tracking the results and
impact of your marketing efforts.
Imagine yourself walking on to a completely booby-trapped minefield, with your eyes closed,
wearing noise-cancellation headphones that cut off all outside sound; and to add a sick little
twist, you also have both your hands tied behind your back.
Yeah, that’s exactly how podcast marketing feels.
Now imagine that with each step that didn’t blow you up into pieces, you get 1 new friend, who
wants to hang out with you, walks with you the whole way, tells you how much she appreciates
you, says kind words about you, and gives you encouragement – and food and water – along
the way. If you can get through this minefield and get to the other side, you will reach this
amazing, beautiful beach, a paradise on earth, which has everything you’ve ever imagined in
your dreams and fantasies, and you have also amassed an amazing group of friends and fans
who absolutely love you, adore you, respect you, and will do your every bidding.
That’s how it will feel when you “make it”.
TIP: Don’t Go Ga-Ga Over Gear
Podcast gear is greatly overrated. Seriously! Go check out the latest episode of my show at
SubscribeMe.fm . No, this isn’t some cheap ploy to get listens. I can’t show you or tell you
anything with giving specific examples of how I did it myself. So please look past that notion.
If you check out my show, you’ll be surprised at the simplicity of my set up.
A podcast-listening audience is not the same as music-listening audience. And even musiclistening audiences are not the same as audiophiles who expect a lot more perfection in sound
quality.
So podcast listeners in general are totally fine if the audio is not exactly studio quality, because
honestly, even a normal-quality podcast with a cheap microphone will still sound better than
listening to AM radio in a noisy car with kids in the back, and honking cars and gas-guzzling
trucks screaming past you on a windy highway.
So you have to get over this notion that you need expensive gear to start a podcast.

TIP: My Podcast Setup
RECOMMENDED: Dynamic microphone. If you have background noise (laptop fan, honking cars
and trucks outside, loud neighbors, kids, air-conditioning elsewhere in the building, etc), then
you are better off with a Dynamic mic (like an ATR 2100). If I had to pick one today, I would go
with a Dynamic mic. And I would recommend that for you as well, if you’re just getting started.
But when I got started in 2015, obviously I didn’t know what I know today. And my main goal
was to keep it simple. I wanted it to be of good quality, but keep the set up simple, because I
knew that I could always upgrade to more expensive equipment down the line after a year or
two, if required. So here I am, more than 1 full year into podcasting (at the time of writing this),
and my original set up still holds good, and I am still using the same gear as what I got started
with. Here are the main things I wanted for my setup:








Condenser microphone: For really good sound quality, especially indoors, and if you
have a quiet room, for doing things like a podcast or recording vocals or instruments
(what I have)
Record different types of sound patterns (solo-host podcasting, two-person interviews,
or even a few people sitting around a table in the future). I was going to do mainly a
“single mic” show – a.k.a one-person podcasting (Cardiod pattern)
Easy to install and set up
Plugin to a USB port on my laptop without any special drivers
Not require any additional fancy equipment like mixers or noise gates, etc.

Blue Yeti Mic

This is the one I ended up buying. It is so good that I bought two of these – one for my wife
Veena Prashanth, and one for myself.
The sound quality is absolutely amazing. Very sensitive, sound quality is crisp and has great bass
too. Like I said above, it can pick on an incredible number of sounds from your environment,
then better to go for a dynamic mic.
Check price and reviews on Amazon for the Blue Yeti, at
http://amazon.com/o/ASIN/B002VA464S/nosim-20

RODE PSA1 Swivel mount

The Blue Yeti or any other condenser mic you get, will be pretty sensitive to sounds like mouse
clicks and typing sounds. So if you keep it on your desk (it does come with a small but sturdy
and heavy desk mount that can raise the mic up about 10 inches off the top of your desk and
closer to your face), then as you are speaking, if you use your mouse or keyboard, it will pick up
those sounds too.
To prevent those little sounds from getting captured in your podcast (at least not be loud
enough to distract from your show), you need a boom arm that can suspend the mic in the air,
and you can swivel it closer to you when you record.
RODE PSA1 Swivel Mount Studio Microphone Boom Arm

RADIUS Shock Mount

You need what is called as a “Shock Mount” that attaches to the boom arm (the stand that is
connected on one end to your desk and the other end to your mic).

The function of this shock mount is to prevent vibrations from traveling up the mic stand and
getting to the diaphragm of the mic. It will absorb vibrations from keyboard key strokes, mouse
clicks, sounds from placing and removing things from your desk (like a can of soda or a bottle of
water).
And this is the one I picked, because it can comfortably hold the rather-heavy Blue Yeti mic,
without sagging or bending.
Blue Microphones RADIUS II Microphone Shock Mount for Yeti/Yeti Pro with Improved Hinge
Design

Neewer Microphone Pop Filter

One of the things you will need with any mic, leave alone a powerful, sensitive condenser mic
like the Blue Yeti, is what is called as a “Pop Filter”.

This is just a filter, made of mesh like cloth or metal wires that prevent a harsh “pop” sound
from being recorded any time you say Plosives.
Plosives are sounds usually associated with the letters p, t, k, b, d, g, in which air flow from the
lungs is interrupted by a complete closure being made in the mouth. So when you say words
like “Powerful” or “Team” or “Bottle” with force, you can hear the audio spiking in your
recording software. It sounds unprofessional and just plain hard to listen to when you have a
show with a lot of “pop” sounds.
That’s where you use a filter like the one below that sits right in between your mouth and the
mic, and kind of filters those plosives.
Neewer Microphone Pop Filter
This is the one I have. A cheap filter, but it serves the purpose.

PICS: My Podcast Studio
This is what my studio-set up looks like. Simple and effective.
I started out with the mic pointing upwards.

But soon, I switched to the mic pointing downwards as it was more comfortable for me because
I started recording my shows while standing up, not sitting down (due to better ergonomics).

Here’s the picture I posted on social media after when I celebrated SubscribeMe.fm’s 1st
anniversary – this is what my set up looks like right now.

And here’s the original photo I took that ended up as this book’s cover image (after some
modification, of course), that shows the mic and pop filter from another angle.

And here’s what my full set up looks like, including my treadmill desk. You can see full details
about my office set up, on my web site at 8 Life-Changing Gifts To Buy Yourself – For My
Birthday . And yes, I record while standing up.

Better Alternatives

1) I don’t know how to tell you that my voice sounds like a million bucks, and at the same time
also tell you to NOT buy the Blue Yeti. But I have to, because you may not have as quiet of a
room as I do. So for most other people I would recommend a dynamic mic. And an extremely
popular one that you will repeatedly see being recommended on many blogs and videos, is the
ATR 2100.
2) If you have the budget, then also check out these more expensive dynamic mics:
* Electro-Voice RE 320 (many of my favorite podcasters use this)
* Shure SM57
* Heil-PR 40

TIP: My Complete Podcasting setup
So here’s the list of products I currently use for podcasting as well as for recording the audio for
any screen-cast videos I create.


Blue Yeti Microphone is what I use. Recommended for beginners: ATR 2100. Best
alternative: Electro-Voice RE320



Rode PSA1 Swivel Mount



Shock Mount



Pop Filter



Camtasia Studio (to record & edit). Best free alternative: Audacity. Most popular paid
alternative: Adobe Audition.



Auphonic (to optimize the audio – 2 free hours per month, you can buy additional
credits if you need more). Details about the configuration I use are further ahead in this
book.



WordPress (powers my podcast web site)



CoolCastPlayer.com (to put an audio player for individual episodes as well as the full
feed, on my web site)



Wunderlist (super-easy to use, very handy, free to-do list creation phone app where I
note down all show ideas)



Notepad++ (for Windows – not the same as the lousy Notepad that comes built-in)
where I create all episode details. I have a fill-in-the-blanks text template with all the
basic information needed – like mp3 URL from my podcast host, WordPress post URL,
episode title, description, show notes, links and text for social media, etc. I just make a
new copy of it for each new episode.



Libsyn.com (to host my podcast)



Liquid Web (my #1 choice for hosting my podcast web site and all of my business web
sites). Alternatively, Inmotion Hosting is also a good host.



Thrive Themes (WordPress plugins & themes to create my podcast web site)



DigitalAccessPass.com (to create member’s area on my site, create private RSS feed,
securely deliver members-only audio – like the audio version of this book that is free for
paid buyers of this book for a limited time during book launch)



AutoHotKey: A free Windows tool (Mac equivalent is something like TextExpander)
where I have pre-created thousands of keyboard shortcuts that expand keywords into
URL’s, RSS feed, web site domain names, etc.

MYTH: New & Noteworthy is a Noteworthy Goal
No, it’s not.
The hardest thing for a podcaster is the marketing of your podcast and getting new people to
listen to your show. If someone tells you all you need to do get some traction is to get into
iTunes' New and Noteworthy (N&N), then just run away.
My show SubscribeMe.fm stayed at the top of New & Noteworthy (N&N) for my category, for
an entire month. In fact, it was top 5 in all 3 categories that my show was submitted to, for a
while. It was in the top 3 for most of the time, and moved between #5 and #10 for the
remaining time (total of 8 weeks) that your show gets featured on New & Noteworthy.
I got maybe a maximum of like 20 extra downloads because of that. Not 2000, not even 200.
It was on Dave Jackson’s show (SchoolOfPodcasting.com) that I first heard his famous "throwing
up" whenever he mentions N&N. But I didn't just blindly take his word for it (I should have). I
tested it. I've seen it proved in my own case and countless other people's shows. Getting ratings
& reviews does not do crap for your show's rankings in iTunes, whether it's in N&N or postN&N.
My show literally lived in the top 10 on N&N in the first 8 weeks. And every time it went from,
say, #10 to #1, I would quickly go and check my stats, and I would see that I would've gotten

just a handful of downloads that day - when I say handful, literally like 1 hand - as in, able to
count with 5 fingers.

N&N is not the NY Times Best-Sellers list. It is not a ranked list. Just a very arbitrary, ad-hoc list,
that appears to have no rhyme or reason behind it. One time, a couple of days after one of my
episodes had been released, it shot up the list, for no specific reason. I checked my stats, and I
had not gotten any new downloads at all. And then it randomly fell down the list on a different
day, when I had actually gotten a bunch of new downloads. I don't know about you, but I have
never been able to easily find the "N&N" section in my iTunes "Podcasts" app on my iPhone. I
don't even use the "Featured" section. And even when I do notice the N&N section, I won’t
subscribe to any shows featured there, because many of them are probably new, and I don’t
know if they will be around a few months from now. I would rather invest my time in
established shows that have been around for a while – and in my estimate, seeing a show
having about 20-30 episodes means that the podcaster is quite serious about their show.
Every single one of the shows I have ever subscribed to, have either come from the Category
top lists, or from searching for a topic through the search section, and then listening to some of
the shows that showed up in the search results, and then later subscribing to a show only if it
really struck a chord within me.
So, in the beginning, your time is better spent on optimizing your podcast title, episode titles &
descriptions, rather than on obsessing about and hitting refresh on N&N every hour in iTunes. If
you must obsess over something, then obsess over your content, over figuring out ways to

engage your audience, over how to promote your show, how to position yourself as an expert
and how to build authority and influence.
If you listen to the biggest podcasting veterans out there, you will hear them all say the same
thing: New & Noteworthy does very little for your show. And focusing your efforts on getting
N&N rankings, is, like Dave Jackson of SchoolOfPodcasting says, trading a dollar for a dime.
Complete waste of your time.
The problem with N&N is that it is like the lollipop that a kid gets after a doctor's visit.
Absolutely worthless, bad for your teeth, no nutritional value - but it does make the kid feel
great even if for just a few minutes after getting a painful shot (yes, I just compared starting a
podcast to getting a shot – it is that painful). 99% of people I have talked to - or have heard talk
about this - have not gotten any meaningful "bumps" in their downloads due to N&N. Even the
awesome folks at LibSyn - Rob Walch & Elsie Escobar - will tell you that setting N&N as a goal
and spending time and effort to get on it, is not productive at all.
Getting on N&N is useful for newbies to take a screenshot just so they can have "something" to
give them some energy and excitement, even if the prize is “worthless” - like the "sticker" kids
get in Kindergarten.
Getting on the front page of iTunes in "New & Noteworthy" is not even a fraction as useful as
getting on the front page of Google or Amazon listings for your keywords. You don't have to
agree, but that's just how it is. Most people won't realize how worthless N&N until a couple of
months into their show. But if a silly-little "sticker" makes a little kid’s day, why not? 
The only real list that matters is the main Category list in your niche. That's where most people
scroll to see which are the top 20 or 30 shows, and subscribe to them. It's almost like Google
search. If you're not on the first couple of pages, your web site doesn't exist. Similarly, if you're
not in the top 30, not many people are going to keep scrolling past 30 or even 50, to find your
show, even if you are in the top 100.
But here’s the thing: You’re probably not going to break the top 30 list for your category in
iTunes for at least a 100 episodes (not counting the outlier celebrity or big company that brings
it large audience created elsewhere, with them to their podcast).
But don’t let that stop you from putting out an amazing show, and publishing great content that
entertains and educates. [Extra: There Is No #1 in iTunes Podcasts “New and Noteworthy”]

MYTH: Launch Your Podcast With 8 Episodes
The Myth: “Launch your podcast with 8 episodes”.
Not a good idea.
You don’t have to launch with 8 episodes. Or 5 episodes. Not even with 3.
There are a few popular podcasters out there spreading this propaganda and misleading
information.
Here’s the truth: When someone subscribes to your show on their iPhone or on their desktop
using iTunes, then iTunes will ONLY download the latest episode. In fact, with the newest iOS
upgrade, it doesn’t even appear to do that – it won’t even download the latest episode. So
every single download has to come from intentionally, deliberately clicking on the “Download”
(or “cloud”) icon. Some of the other podcast apps – like OverCast – still do download the latest
episode, but that’s still just 1 download.
DO NOT be fooled into thinking that if you launch with 8 episodes, then a new subscriber will
somehow result in 8 episodes. It won't. A new subscriber may only result in 1 download - at
the most. And that is the automatic download of your latest episode.
To hear the previous 7 episodes, your subscriber would have to manually click on the
"Download" icon before the previous episodes are downloaded.
So if you launched with 8, then you would have to make sure that your 8th episode is pretty
dang great, because that's the first one they're going to listen to.
And as a new podcaster, if you launch with 8 episodes right out of the gate, your 8th episode is
pretty much guaranteed to NOT be your best one, because guess what? You were following bad
advice and launching with 8 episodes, it means that you probably created all 8 episodes in quick
succession, in the span of a few days, or even in a week or two, and finalized all 8 episodes
before you ever launched your show.
Or maybe you procrastinated forever, kept postponing your launch because you figured
(mistakenly) that you had to get those 8 episodes just perfect.
Either way, you can’t improve what you haven’t launched.

You probably haven't heard your own episodes enough, you probably haven't gotten much
feedback from your listeners or from your peers (because you never gave anyone a chance!),
you haven't gotten the momentum of having been in the game long enough, you haven't been
able to learn from your mistakes (because you don’t know what you don’t know). You haven’t
been able to down-play the negatives of your show and amplify the best parts, because you
don’t know what those are yet.
Let's say you want to learn tennis. You can't schedule 8 tennis lessons on the same day just
because you want to learn quickly. Just because you play 8 times in one day doesn't mean
you're going to get better. You need practice in between lessons. Rest and recovery is required.
You need to watch film of yourself with your instructor who can tell you how to improve your
forehand, or your backhand, or how you bend your knees when serving. Maybe watch some
classic tennis matches. Read about mindset and implement everything you’re learning. Maybe
join a league and play against players who are better than you.
You get the point: You simply can NOT fast-forward the process.
Whether it is having an entire day's 3 meals all together in one sitting and starving the
remaining 23 hours (can be done, but not healthy, and not sustainable), or trying to go out on 8
dates with the same girl on the same day just because you want to fast-forward the
relationship and propose to her at the end of the day, there are no shortcuts in life. Well, I
guess there are shortcuts, but most of the time shortcuts end up taking the longest time to get
to where you want to go.
When it comes to learning and honing your craft, or building relationships - which is what
podcasting really is, about building a relationship with your audience - you simply cannot fastforward through it like you would fast forward through a commercial on your recorded TV
show.
Now, it’s OK to pre-record a few episodes in the beginning, without publishing all of them at
once. Recording a few episodes ahead of time will allow you to have something in the can if
you’re unable to record a new episode down the line – say, while on vacation, or during the
winter holidays, or if you come down with a cold.
Another reason to record a few episodes right at the beginning is that it will give you an idea as
to how good your grasp is on the subject, and how difficult it can be to produce an entire show.
That could very well test your patience, your perseverance and your podcasting skills. And
that’s a good thing! Better to know right out of the gate if this podcasting thing is right for you –
or not.

MYTH: You Shouldn’t Launch with 1 Episode
It’s a myth. In reality, I highly recommend that you launch with just 1 episode.
What this allows you to do, is to put your best foot forward, and focus ALL of your energy, ALL
of your time and effort and marketing on getting that ONE single episode out there, and getting
the maximum number of people to listen to this one episode.
Then let it sit for at a week - at the very least. Only then, launch the 2nd episode after a week.
By this time, you would have gotten feedback about the 1st one, from your peers, from your
friends, your social network, and your email list. And you would’ve gotten to hear your own
voice and your own show multiple times. Yes, you may initially hate your voice, but you need to
get over it and get over yourself.
But listening to your own show repeatedly, at least in the beginning, will help you get an idea as
to what's working what is not. And that will help you improve your 2nd episode.
Then a week later, take the experience of producing your 1st and 2nd shows, and use THAT to
produce your 3rd episode. Snowball your experience from each episode, into the next one.
The biggest advantage of this staggered release of episodes – which I call a drip-launch (I did
invent “Content Dripping”, after all) means that your show is certain to get better with each
episode. And this time around, because you're picking up new subscribers with each episode,
each time you release a new episode, iTunes will automatically download your latest episode
on the phones and devices of ALL of your current subscribers.
So you hit publish on your latest episode, and a couple of hours later, you can see that you've
gotten a whole bunch of new downloads. And these subscription-based downloads will keep
increasing with each new episode published. Experiencing a quick surge in downloads can be
super exciting, invigorating and inspiring for any new podcaster.
So launching with more episodes all together, does not mean you will get more downloads at
launch.

TRUTH: Law of Diminishing Downloads
Your latest episode will get the most downloads, and then from there, the drop off can be really
huge. Even now, when I launch a new episode, let's say in the first few hours, my latest
episodes will get, say, 100 downloads. Then one of my older episodes - usually the previous
one, will get about 20 downloads. That's like an 80% drop. And then the next highest one will
be like 7 downloads. And it drops down to a trickle all the way to my old downloads, to just 1 or
2 new downloads for the oldest ones. That's how big the drop-off is between the latest episode
and the next highest one. Check out this screenshot of my podcast stats page, taken a few
hours after the release of the (then) latest episode for my podcast at http://SubscribeMe.fm .

TIP: Drip-Launching Your Podcast
If you absolutely must push through faster, then instead of launching with 8 episodes all at
once, here’s a much better idea.
Wait till you get to, say, 4 episodes in 4 weeks. And now, you have a full month of podcasting
experience behind you. By this time, you have probably asked for - and gotten - a lot of
feedback from your listeners, your social network and your email list.
You would have learned a lot about your own voice, the way you speak, what works, what gets
your audience involved and excited, and so on.
NOW is the time to drop the big hammer: Over the next 15 days, launch 5 new episodes. Never
launch them all together. Launch 1 new episode every 4 th day.
And that will help you tremendously in exponentially increasing your downloads, because
remember, when you stagger the episodes, you will get WAY more downloads compared to
releasing them all together.
So the increased downloads will help your show rise in iTunes' overall rankings, and the
momentum will help you take it to the next level.
TIP: Practice… We talkin' about Practice!
Blame it on the Internet. Everything is so fast, easily available at our fingertips. Tons of free
software and services that have spoiled us. So much that we expect to roll off our beds, whip up
a microphone & laptop, and launch a brilliant podcast that makes gobs of money. Sorry, doesn’t
work that way.
Doesn’t matter which industry you look at, whether it is Basketball (that was Allen Iverson’s
infamous quote “Practice….” where he basically upset that he was being criticized for missing
something as trivial (in his mind) as a team practice), or whether it is some of the biggest names
in Podcasting. It took them all several years of honing their craft before they became good at it.
Imagine if a baby that’s just learning how to walk, comparing itself to Usain Bolt’s ability to run
fast. Even a baby knows better than to do that!  So don’t compare your beginnings to
somebody at the peak of their game!

In the beginning, it is ok to do some practice runs, and record some test episodes that you can
discard. But don’t let that become an excuse for you to endlessly procrastinate actually
launching your show.
TIP: How to Monetize Your Podcast
Monetization doesn’t necessarily mean just running ads and collecting cash from sponsors.
There are many indirect ways of monetizing your podcast.
So I could also call this What To Do With Your Audience’s Attention.
I could write enough just about this topic to fill out an entire book. But short of doing that, here
are some things you can do with your audience’s attention.







Build a List: Promoting your lead magnet – which is a free report or other resource that
you give away on your web site in exchange for an email address – and building an email
list that you can use to promote any related products and services down the line.
Sell Your Own Products: Offers for your own current products & services: Your web site,
your book, your software, your other podcast, etc
Promote Affiliate Products: Affiliate offers, either via affiliate links or coupon codes to
third-party products and services
Barter Ads or promos from other podcasts or even other products & services – basically
exchange audience attention
Direct-sales Ads from sponsors

I will be updating this book over time with more details about each one of these topics. So be
sure to forward me your receipt from your purchase of this book, to
ravi@digitalaccesspass.com and you will be notified any time there is an update to this book.
TIP: List Building & Lead Magnets
You’ve probably heard this from everyone and their dog: “The Money Is In The List”.
Yes, it is true. There are some modifiers to that statement, of course, like: “The Money is in the
relationship you have with your list”, or “The money is in how engaged your list is” and so on.
Those are all true.
So when promoting a link on Facebook, Twitter, Google+ or elsewhere, don’t directly promote

your iTunes link (more on this further below). Instead, promote your web site. Create a really
awesome piece of content – like a report, or a content bonus - that your audience would love something that you yourself would love to download.
And then put it on your web site as a lead magnet to sign people up to your list. Join multiple
Facebook groups tightly related to your niche. Provide a lot of value before promoting anything.
And when you get a chance, when appropriate and relevant, mention this report and drive
people to your web site.
Always promote your web site and build a list, rather than promoting your podcast directly.
Once you sign 'em up to your list, you can promote your podcast, your blog posts, your future
products, affiliate offers.
And most importantly, you can get them to join your Facebook group – you should create it if
you don’t already have one. You can publish another lead magnet within your FB group - like
the link to an awesome PDF report (or copy of your Kindle book?), maybe a Video, maybe a free
coaching call - for those who join the group.
The key is to make joining the group a no-brainer because of the value - or "perceived value" of your lead magnet.
If you could have just one call to action on your podcast, I would choose growing a list rather
than directly promoting your Facebook group, because your email list will always be yours, but
FB can change the rules at any time.
But the 2nd logical step after joining your list would be to get them on your FB group.
TIP: Email id to get ‘em in, FB group to keep ‘em in.
The cool thing about focusing on getting their email id first, is that once you have it, you can
promote a whole bunch of things: Ask them to join your FB group, promote your podcast, notify
them about your latest blog post or podcast episode, promote your lead-magnet that you just
happened to publish with your FB group, etc.
You can also keep promoting the community benefits and crowd-sourcing feature of your cool
FB group. So the group works great for keeping them engaged.
And it's ok to promote both, because some people may not care to give you their email id, and
some may not be on FB so much or care about joining your group.

But those would be the 2 top items on my Call-to-action list, with email edging out FB groups.
TIP: Email Subscribers vs. Others
Here’s another thing to experiment with: Send your email subscribers to your iTunes and
Stitcher and Google Play links. But send cold-leads and clicks from your content marketing
efforts, directly to your web site, so that you can get them give them a taste of what you got,
maybe then get them on your list, and then ask them for bigger commitment – like subscribing
to your show, joining your community and then go on to later buy your products or services.
TIP: You Are Your #1 Sponsor
Nothing wrong with being your own sponsor. I do that myself on my podcasts, promoting my
own books, software and services. Of course, it always helps if your podcast is geared towards
the same target audience as that of your products and services, which is when you get an
amazing product-to-audience match. However, Tim Ferriss promotes everything from
underwear to financial products to supplements – none of which have anything to do with his
main podcast. So feel free to experiment and see if you can get clicks on the links you mention
on your show. Be sure to track them using “Pretty Links Lite” free WordPress plugin and Google
Analytics.
TIP: To Hell With CPM's
CPM stands for Cost Per Thousand (listens/downloads, in the case of podcasts).
At the time of writing this, there’s no difference between downloads and listens, so I use them
interchangeably. Someday in the future, there will be apps and services that can differentiate
between the two, but it’s not there right now.
Most large podcast publishers charge based on CPM – so if you have a podcast that gets 1,000
downloads, and you charge $10 CPM ($10 for every thousand listens), then you get paid $10. If
you get 10,000 downloads, you get $10 * 10 = $100. And podcast hosts charge anywhere from
$10 to $100 CPM. So if you’re like a Tim Ferriss, and you charge like $80 CPM and you get 1
million downloads, then you could make $80,000 per episode!
If you try to join a podcast advertising network like MidRoll.com, you’ll find that you need to be
getting about 10,000+ downloads per episode to even be considered (please check with them
for current information).

That is why most podcasters will never get a typical sponsor, like the big shows can get. But
doesn’t mean you have to give up. You can actually get paid whatever you think you deserve.
There are no rules that say you’ve got to only charged CPM.
When I launched my show at SubscribeMe.fm, I wanted to make a big splash at launch. So I
created an Ad-Auction on eBay, offering sponsorship for my inaugural episode. The starting bid
was $250.

I sent out an email to my list. 3 days and 18 bids later, the auction ended with a winner, and the
winning bid was $510! And I got paid $510 (minus fees) a full 2 weeks BEFORE even I had
published my first-ever episode as a podcaster!
So just imagine that: The very first episode of a very first podcast by a very first-time podcaster
– and I got a sponsor before I had even recorded my first episode!
I then sent out a second email to my list right on the heels of my first episode’s launch, and I got
the same advertiser from the first episode, to also pick up the 2 nd episode for $250 (I gave him a
discount for repeat business, and because of the fact that he had shown confidence in me and
believed in my brand and potential of my show).

So 2 weeks before my show launched, I made $510, and before my 2 nd episode, I had made
another $250. That’s the power of branding – and bring your audience over from a different
platform.
You can see the archive of the eBay auction at SubscribeMe.fm/ebay/
Glenn TheGeek is another such podcaster who got a sponsor for his show without going
through the usual CPM route. Check out the full interview at SchoolOfPodcasting.com/makinga-living-talking-about-horses-glen-the-geek-is-never-boring/
TIP: Donations vs. Sales
This tip is for you only if you’re trying to actually make money from your podcast.
One way to monetize your podcast is to use a donation-model. It is also sarcastically called begware. Unfortunate label, but kinda true in a lot of cases.
Patreon.com is a great site for accepting voluntary donations and subscriptions from your
audience. I've heard a few podcast hosts use it and tell their subscribers, "If you like this show
and would like to say thank you, then you can sign up to donate or gift me $X per month, or per
show".
I'm yet to hear about anyone make anything over a handful of dollars a month – barring the
rare outliers, of course. Personally, I do not like the concept of asking for voluntary donations
and "favor-based payments". To me, that means I don't have something of value to offer to my
audience, where I can boldly and confidently say "here's something unbelievable I have
created, here's how much it costs and here's why you should get it". If someone asks for
donations, it comes across as if they don't have the confidence to package what they are
offering, into a product or service and sell it for a price. But they still wish to make some
money, so they ask for donations.
It's one thing to ask for donations if you are raising funds for charity or you are a non-profit. Call
me old-school if you will, but to be in business and ask for voluntary donations is something I
just can’t recommend. It's fine if your podcast is a hobby. Even then, I would recommend that
you collect email ids so you can promote affiliate offers of products and services you use
yourself, rather than ask for donations. It's just a small mindset shift.
Better to have the upper hand and charge for something and be known as an expert and

authority, than hold your hand out for a... er... handout . Instead, it's better to ask yourself:
What is it that I can do to package my skills/content/expertise into a valuable offer that people
will pay for - even if it's a low-cost information product that is sold for $5?
This is nothing against sites like Patreon, but more about the concept. I think you're better off
coming from a position of strength and authority (adding value, selling products and services),
rather than asking for voluntary donations, which comes from a position of weakness and
asking for help and support. "Begware" or "Donationware" is not really the strategy of
champions in a business setting. So donations should be reserved for charities, and
demonstration of authority and expertise does not allow for asking for donations. Instead,
create a remarkable product or service that adds great value to your audience's life, and then
demonstrate the value, and make it a no-brainer for them to pay for what you have to offer.
It's all a matter of positioning. If you're saying, "Hey, if you want to support my show, then
subscribe for as little as $1 a month, or as much as you want, and I'll give you this bonus and
that membership etc", that's actually great! That actually does come from a place of strength
and authority and confidence. That is not the same as "Can you please help support this show?
Please donate and help me and I'll take anything you can give because otherwise I can't afford
to keep this show alive as I have to pay $10 a month to my podcast host and I have to buy an
expensive mic and I have hosting costs, and I can't keep doing this with nothing to show for it".
HUGE difference in positioning. So, it does all come down to positioning your request, how you
say it, and how you word it. "Please help me" is coming from a place of weakness. It's fine when
you have no alternative and have no choice but to ask for help.
Asking for help is fine, if you’re asking for wishes and prayers for a loved one, or asking for help
financially because you’re in some kind of personal trouble (medical bills, about to lose your
home or apartment, etc). But we’re talking about building a successful podcast - building a
brand and establishing yourself as an authority. Do you know of any big-name celebrity asking
for a handout? You won't hear a Richard Branson or Mark Zuckerberg or <insert successful
person here> saying “Please help support my hobby or business by donating some money".
Now, they might do that for a good cause – like to raise money for a charity or a social cause
that they support. But if your podcast is just a hobby, and you don't value your work enough to
create something valuable and demand respect and command a price for it, then that needs
some introspection. If you want to read about the psychology of pricing, and donations and
"commercial transaction" vs. "obligatory donation", then read the book Predictably Irrational,
where the author has fantastic case studies about what happens in someone's head when
they're offered something for free, vs. something super cheap (like pennies) vs. being asked for
a bit more money.

If you're using Patreon as just a way to automate payments, then that's OK. Even there, I would
not want to voluntarily give away a chunk of the payment to Patreon in middleman fees just to
process my payment – there are membership plugins like DigitalAccessPass.com (DAP) that can
do that, and you don’t have to pay a per-transaction fee to a third-party (other than the
standard fees paid to your payment provider - like PayPal).
In addition, when you use a membership plugin to accept payments – however small they may
be - you can also create a member’s area; provide “members-only” content, special episodes,
outtakes, unedited raw footage, ad-free content, etc. You can be creative in creating special
bonus content for your subscribers.
So when it comes down to "Sales" vs. "Donations" as a monetization strategy, I absolutely
recommend going down the path of “Sales”.
TIP: Promoting Affiliate Products
Being an affiliate of third-party products is a great way to earn some cash on the side. Just
remember that affiliate marketing via an email or on a web site are both a completely different
ball game compared to affiliate marketing via a podcast.
The power of podcasting is that it enables people to consume your content while not at a
computer. So they can listen to you while doing chores, walking their dog, doing their dishes,
etc. And that’s also a problem when it comes to taking action to something they heard on your
show. So if they are out and about, or have their hands full when they listen to your call-toaction, they would have to remember your short URL when they get back to their computer
probably hours later.
So impulse-based clicks or curiosity-based clicks that work in an email or on your web site,
won’t work in your podcast. In fact, podcasting is the enemy of impulse, because there may be
several minutes or even hours between someone hearing a call-to-action and getting back to
their computer. And even when they do, it may have been a while since they heard your
episode, so your podcast is not necessarily at the top of their mind. And there will always be
several things to catch up when they get to their desktop – important cat videos, cute family,
checking Facebook to see who “liked” your posts, etc. So many better things to do than
remember to type in your affiliate link and check out your affiliate product 

TIP: Choosing Great Affiliate Products To Promote
I will seriously throw up if I hear one more web hosting ad for Bluehost or Hostgator on a show
that has absolutely nothing to do with creating an online business.
What’s worse is that after doing business online since 1998, and working with WordPress and
customers for nearly 16 years now, what I can tell you is that Bluehost and Hostgator are lousy
web hosts –way below average. So not only are some podcasters recommending lousy
products, but I see that they’re not even hosting their own web sites with the web hosts that
they’re actually recommending.
Why promote the same-ol', tired products – like Audible, Web hosting and 99Designs - that
everyone else seems to be promoting? Here are some way-better ideas…






In-context products: What is your guest talking about? Did they reference a product
saying that they love using it? Visit the product’s web site and see if they have a
“Partner Program” or “Affiliate Program” somewhere in the footer of their web site. If
not, contact them and see if they have one.
Related Products: It doesn’t even have to be something the guest mentioned directly. It
could be related to what the topic of the episode is. It could be related to the discussion
as a whole. So for example, if you’re talking about video marketing tools, then you can
promote Vimeo Pro (which is like YouTube, but better suited for commercial, private
video hosting). Or you can promote a WordPress plugin like my own S3MediaVault.com
(contact me if you wish to be an affiliate for any of my products – you can see all of
them towards the end of this book).
Products you use and love: Do you use a WordPress plugin? Or Theme? Or a desktop
tool (like Camtasia)? Just look at the software on your computer – I’m sure you can
come up with a few that you just can’t live without. And when you promote something
that you love so much, that passion and energy will come through in your affiliate
promotion, and that will set your recommendations a world apart from anyone else
pushing affiliate products just to make a quick buck.

TIP: What is Your Desired Outcome?
Not everybody wants to make money from their podcast. And that’s totally fine.
But I’ve heard people say that they don’t even care if nobody listens to their show, or if no one
gives them any feedback, or indication that they even care about the show. Maybe they’re

trying to convince themselves that that’s somehow a good thing. Well, it’s not.
It’s great if you’re one of them. If you are, then you this book may not help you much, because
this book is for those who care about their show, want to get better at the craft of podcasting,
at speaking, they wish to get their message out to others, they have something important and
exciting to share, they want to change people, change the culture, change the world, entertain
or educate or move people, make people think or laugh or be inspired. So even with a podcast
that’s entirely just a hobby, people who are passionate about it still some kind of a desired
outcome. They still have some kind of a goal for their show.
If you said you desire absolutely no outcome at all, that would be like vegging out on the couch
binge-watching day-time soaps. So why even both reading the rest of this book?
Telling yourself you don’t care about anyone listening just because it’s a hobby, is kind of
insulting hobbyists, actually. Sure, someone who is passionate about a hobby doesn’t care what
anyone else thinks of their hobby. But I guarantee you that anyone who really cares about their
hobby, wants to get better every day, every week, every month – even if only for themselves,
and not for anyone else.
So one of the very first things you need to do before you start a podcast, is to define what your
desired outcome is. What are the goals for your podcast?
Don’t just loosely state things like “I want fame” or “I want money”. Drill down deep, and have
very specific goals.
Do you want to make money? How much? How little would be acceptable? Do you wish to sell
books? Or gain credibility and be perceived as an expert? Do you want to use this as a way to
launch your speaking or stand-up or entertainment career? Do you want to use it to connect
with great minds and people that you are a fan of, by interviewing them on your show?
You should also probably also define what your anticipated reaction would be if you don’t fully
achieve your goals for your podcast. What is your ideal outcome? What is the worst-case? And
what if you only feel like you reached half of your goals? What would you do in each case? How
would you feel?
Simply defining those goals and rating the success of achieving those goals, and visualizing the
outcome in each case, will give you a really great idea about whether podcasting is right for
you, in the case that it doesn’t go well.

Passion is an overused word these days. But the reason it is such a cliché, is because your level
of passion and dedication to your work and craft, is what will determine your path when
adversity hits. And hit, it will. When that happens, will you fly, or will you fold?
So it’s great to have posters that say “When the going gets tough, the tough get going”. But if
you don’t have that fire, desire and motivation within you, you will think about giving up at
every little twist and turn when things don’t go your way.

MYTH: Always Promote your iTunes Link
Yes, that’s a myth… and bad advice. You shouldn’t be promoting just your iTunes link, for so
many reasons.
1. Sure, it can help your podcast rank higher in an iTunes search. But do you know what
advertisers care about? The overall stats from your podcast host, which shows ALL
traffic from ALL sources, not just from iTunes.
2. You need to include your Android listeners too. I was recently consulting with a top
Internet marketer who has done millions in online sales, and is starting a podcast. When
I told him about the iPhone & Android strategy below, he was shocked: First of all, he
didn’t know that there really is no such thing as “iTunes for Android”. He asked me
(paraphrasing here): “How come many of the top podcasts I listen to only tell me to
subscribe on iTunes?” I minced no words when I told him that those podcast hosts are
terribly ignorant or complete idiots. Sure, iTunes right now may own a big share of the
podcast industry’s downloads in total, but Android is coming, and coming fast. So you
cannot ignore the world’s most popular mobile operating system (no, that’s not iOS, but
it is Android).
3. iTunes only works on iOS on mobile devices (plus on Windows desktops). So you need to
tell both iPhone and Android users how to subscribe to your show.
4. The iTunes podcast categories only list 150 of the most popular shows from probably
around 400,000 total podcasts. And the last one on the list is probably getting more
than 10,000 downloads per episode. So unless you are a celebrity bringing over your
audience from another platform, you’re not going to get into the Top 150 on iTunes any
time soon after launching your new show. So don’t obsess over promoting iTunes just

for the sake of a top 150 listing.
5. Yes, every new iTunes subscriber helps in ranking high in iTunes search results as well.
But that means that all iTunes subscribers need to subscribe only through the default
Podcast iOS app only. If someone subscribes to your podcast using a different podcast
app, then that won’t count against your iTunes downloads (even though it will count
against your overall, real download numbers). I myself don’t listen to podcasts through
the default iOS Podcast app. I use a really awesome app called OverCast, which is free
with ads, and has an upgrade option to remove ads. There are a number of really good
paid iOS apps all of which have better usability and features (like ability to play at a
higher speed by cutting out all gaps) than the default iOS Podcast app. So none of those
other podcast apps count towards your iTunes ranking. So you might as well promote an
easy way for your listeners to subscribe to your show using their favorite app, rather
than try and cater to just one segment of your audience and end up insulting and
ignoring the rest.
See the section below which talks about why you should promote your web site in all of your
content marketing efforts.
TIP: Cold vs. Warm Audience
Here’s the general rule of thumb I have created, and use myself:
a) Send all cold-traffic to your web site (like, when you promote it via social media, your blog,
forum posts, and syndicated articles via sites like medium.com. Send them either directly to the
specific blog post that has your latest podcast embedded directly in to the post as an audio
player. Or if you wish to send them to your home page on your site, make sure you have a full
playlist that lists all of your podcast episodes. See my own home page at SubscribeMe.fm that
shows you a feed player above the fold (without having to scroll).
b) Send all warm- and hot-traffic directly to your iTunes and Android links (like when you
notify your email subscribers). Since you already have their email id, and because you are
sending an email, it is easy to insert multiple links in your email, and clearly tell your iPhone
users to go to your iTunes link, and your Android users to go to another link. There’s an
awesome free web site called SubscribeViaAndroid.com that will let you create 1-click-ready
subscribe links for Android users. So you can send that in your emails and have your Android
users go directly to that special link.

c) You can also have one global page on your web site for subscription information. It could be
something like Example.com/subscribe/. And on that page, you could have details about
subscribing via iTunes, via Android, your direct RSS feed, the sign-up form for your newsletter,
link to your contact-us form, links to your social profiles on Facebook and Twitter, etc. This
“subscribe” page could be a one-stop page for all ways to subscribe to all of your content as
well as all ways to contact you and connect with you.
TIP: Best Days & Times to Publish
In the beginning, I started publishing on Thursdays. But then I would see a huge dip in
downloads over the weekend, only to go back up on Monday. I figured this weekend slowdown
hurts the momentum that my show ranking is building in iTunes. So I figured I would launch it
Sunday night or early Monday morning, so that I can take advantage of a full week before it
gets to the weekend.
Bad news: No discernible difference between publishing on a Thursday vs. on a Friday, when it
came to overall download numbers totaled a full week after publishing.
So it doesn’t really matter in the big picture.
But don’t launch late on a Friday, or over the weekend, only because it can be a bit
psychologically deflating to launch an episode and see really low numbers right off the bat.
It’s not like iTunes has a special setting to prevent downloads over the weekends. Maybe it’s
just that fewer people are likely to search for new podcasts over the weekend, just because of
the simple fact that they’re probably going to spend more time with friends, family or on their
hobbies. So you can’t take advantage of even the smallest momentum from those “new
episode downloads” from subscribers. But the good news is that in the beginning, you probably
won’t have many listeners or subscribers, so don’t even bother worrying about this.
Anyway, the bottom-line is, downloads just stink-and-sink over the weekends. So just for your
own psyche, don’t launch on Friday, Saturday or Sunday (Sunday late afternoon/evening is
fine).
Just remember that it takes a few hours for iTunes to update the feed and notice that there’s a
new episode. I’ve personally tested it myself, as well as with my family and a few of my friends
around the world who have already subscribed to my show: It can take anywhere from a ½
hour to an entire week (extremely rare) for a new episode to show up on a subscriber’s phone.

Plus iTunes updates at different times for different countries, so you’ll not see all of your
downloads right away - they usually come in waves.
Plus it can take anywhere from 24–48 hours for your latest episode to show up in the iTunes
store. So for those visiting your iTunes page during that time, may not see your new episode,
but only your old episodes.
TIP: Fiverr Friends
I’ve found some really cool uses for Fiverr, no matter what others tell you about fraud or lowquality of work on Fiverr. I’ve had a great experience with Fiverr Freelancers, especially when it
comes to unusual, wacky and odd jobs.
I have used Fiverr to do amazingly creative things for my podcast, including writing my own
lyrics for a popular R&B song (“Whatta man” by Salt n Pepa) and getting someone to sing my
version, for just $20.
Here's a screenshot of some of my orders on Fiverr. A lot of them were for my own podcast,
SubscribeMe.fm

Here are some of the freelancers I used:
“Dapperman” Superman Image on my Facebook Profile:
https://www.fiverr.com/blackveroo/transform-you-into-creative-horror-zombie
Morgan Freeman voice-over guy: https://www.fiverr.com/stuartjsmith/do-a-morgan-freemanimpression-exclusive-to-fiver
Anna, singer: https://www.fiverr.com/annayc/sing-on-your-song-or-jingle
Tony Soprano voice-over guy: https://www.fiverr.com/danjovanovic/impersonate-tonysoprano

Liam Neeson voice-over guy: https://www.fiverr.com/stevevz/make-liam-neeson-speak-yourvideo-message-in-the-phone-scene-from-taken
3-Part Harmony singer: https://www.fiverr.com/jessiem279/sing-your-company-name-inharmony
Barrack Obama voice-over guy: https://www.fiverr.com/celebimpression/do-a-custom-barackobama-impersonation
You can listen to what the finished product of each of the following Fiverr gigs sounds like, in
the episode at SubscribeMe.fm/deepest-darkest-Fiverr-secrets/
TIP: Don't Go For The Blonde
Remember that club scene from "A Beautiful Mind"? The one where Russell Crowe comes up
with a theory (which would later earn his character a Nobel prize) that if his all of his buddies go
for the lone blonde girl, then none of them will end up getting her - but that if they instead
went for her friends and ignored the blonde, they could all end up with a date.
It is always tempting to try and hit the ball out of the park by trying to get an A-lister like, say,
Sir Richard Branson as your first guest.
On one side, it’s tempting to think that you have to somehow “shoot for the stars”. “Can’t set
your sights too low. What’s the worst that can happen? You still might get 1 out of 50, right?”
No, not really. All that is well and good. But it’s just not a productive use of your time. And if
you go out and get a big-name and you don’t know how to do an interview, or don’t ask great
questions, or you have very few listeners, you would’ve basically blown that big opportunity
because you weren’t ready to take on a big interview when you’re just getting started.
Instead, try this: There are a lot of B-, C- and even D-listers out there, who will be a lot more
excited to come on your show, give great value to your audience and even promote your show
just because they were on it.
Unless you are already a celebrity, your chances of landing Richard Branson for your spanking
new podcast with 50 or even 500 listeners, are near zero.

So when it comes to finding a joint venture partner or an influencer or an affiliate to help you
promote your product, you would be making a big mistake if all you did was try to go after just
the biggest names in your market.
I call this the “Don’t Go For The Blonde” technique. Now, I mean no disrespect to brunettes, or
blondes, or whatever color your hair may be if you are a woman. What I’m referring to here, is
a scene from the movie “A Beautiful Mind” where Russell Crowe plays the famous
mathematician John Nash, widely regarded as one of the great mathematicians of the 20th
century, who won a shared Nobel Prize in 1994.
Watch that movie scene clip at SubscribeMe.fm/dont-go-for-the-blonde/
The idea is that if everyone went after the blonde, she would ignore all of them, because she’s
feeling way too important. And AFTER the rejection, if they now approached her friends, they
would now be insulted that they weren’t approached first, and would shun the guys as well. So
he says, ignore the blonde, and go straight for the brunettes, and that way everyone gets a
date.
Basically, this is what tends to happen in the real world as well. I’ve seen a lot of newbies and
inexperienced marketers, looking at the big-name marketers in their industry, and lusting after
their big lists, and thinking “All I have to do is do a JV with Mr. Big-name-marketer” and I’ll have
them blast my product to hundreds of thousands of people on their list, and I’ll hit big time
soon thereafter.
That’s a very flawed way to look at it. And there are a number of issues with that approach…
1) The biggest names, they might have tens or even hundreds of thousands of emails on their
lists. Now, remember, in most cases, they have worked very hard to build this list, probably
over many years. And most of them don’t endlessly spam their lists – well, some of them
certainly do, but they usually lose subscribers pretty fast. So spam karma is usually quick to take
effect.
So they have to be judicious in emailing their list with offers, as these marketers usually have
their own products to promote. And then there are usually favors that they have to return –
maybe a friend of theirs might have mailed their list for this person’s launch, and now they have
to email their list for that friend’s next promotion. And then every so often comes an insanely
great product – like Dropbox when it first came out, or some new shopping cart or ecommerce
system or plugin – like DigitalAccessPass.com – and they are compelled to participate in it
because the product itself is so new and noteworthy.

So by the time they’re done with their own products, and their returning-the-favor mailings and
the occasional new kid-on-the-block mailings, they’re already at risk of burning out their email
lists. And they’re not going to mail out for your product launch. Not unless you’re launching
something spectacular. It’s got to be spectacular in other people’s minds, not yours, because
I’m sure you will always think your new book or plugin or product is always going to be
spectacular.
So if you’re thinking people will email their lists on your behalf just because you came out with
a new product, or just because you joined their mastermind group, or because you bought this
marketer’s products, or because you joined their Facebook group, or because they appeared as
a guest on your show, then stop. Stop right now, and don’t even go there, because it’s not
happening.
I’ll give you a small example of my own. At DAP, we have just over 27,000 DAP users at the time
of writing this. And we have so many other lists outside of DAP. If you came to us and said that,
you have, say, a new WordPress plugin launching, and you want us to promote it to our lists of
tens of thousands of users, mostly buyers, which we have built with lots of hard work over the
years, then guess what? It’s not going to happen.
So don’t waste your time following a marketer, buying their products, their books, joining their
expensive mastermind or coaching program, just BECAUSE you think they will one-day turn
around and promote your product to their lists. You are in for a big disappointment if you do
that. Because it just doesn’t work that way, and you may not even understand the full extent of
it, until you’ve built your own list, and only then will you realize the true value of having that
list, using it more to deliver value than to sell products. And on the occasions that you do wish
to promote something, you want to save that for your own products, or to return the favor of
someone who has helped you, or to gain the favor of someone who might soon help you. You
will know that value even if you have just 100 people.
Do you want to know of a guaranteed way to get the attention of a big-name marketer? It is to
promote THEIR product as an affiliate, sell lots of product for them, and get a big commission
check. And if you sell tons and tons for them, then that’s when you can expect them to
reciprocate. Well, if you had that big of a list already, and had the brand and respect to get
people on your list to buy stuff, then why sell them other people’s products? Why not save that
to promote your own book, or podcast, or do a JV with someone who has an up-and-coming
product and split the profits as an owner?
Always buy, don’t rent. Build YOUR business. Not someone else’s.

I talk about this on my podcast, at SubscribeMe.fm/dont-go-for-the-blonde/
TIP: RTFM and How to build Authority
If Content is King, Perspective is God (sorry if you’re an atheist  )
Without your perspective, your online course is just a stupid user manual. And if you don’t give
your audience your perspective, then you are essentially telling them to go RTFM (Read The
Friggin Manual).
Authority is quite simple to build (though not necessarily easy).
Just for the sake of explanation, whether it’s a task, or a technique, a strategy, a how-to or
mindset that you wish to build authority in - let’s just call this your thing.







Do the thing you’re teaching and preaching. You must know what you’re talking about,
even if you’re only talking about a highly specialized thing in a very narrow niche.
You don’t need to be the biggest expert in the industry when it comes to this thing. Even
if it’s a simple thing, just having done this yourself and having gotten some results, what
you learned thinking about the thing, doing the thing and sharing the thing puts you
ahead of 99% of others in your niche.
Share the things you have done and are doing
Share specific results that came out of your specific actions, and not generic
regurgitated data that you read online
Tell them not just the how, but more importantly, the why and the what. So if you are
trying to build authority in the “Learn Guitar” niche, then you could teach not only how
to play the guitar, but you could teach about why to pick one type of guitar over the
other, what are the things to think about before getting into playing a guitar, where to
find the best deals, which one is your favorite, why it is your favorite, why you did not
choose something else, what you like and dislike about the different guitars, etc.

I remember going to a big event here in San Diego a few years ago, put on by a big-name
marketer. And one of the people who presented on stage, was this guy who taught about how
to advertise on YouTube. As the presentation went along and he got more into what he did for
a living, it became very clear that he still had a regular day-job not related to what he was
teaching, he didn’t have any products that he was selling, and I don’t even think he was making
more than a couple of thousand a month – basically, a beginner in the online world. He wasn’t
necessarily a rank newbie (because he was making some money), but still – not successful

enough where he could quit his day job. But he was presenting on stage at this big event, in
front of thousands of marketers, because he had actually tried YouTube advertising, spent a
bunch of money testing and trying new things, and simply knew stuff about this thing.
He hadn’t make tens of thousands from YouTube advertising, he had not sold thousands of
products, he hadn’t built a massive list. Pretty much no big accomplishment – except for the
fact that he had actually tried and done stuff – put in the work to figure out a few tricks and
techniques and secrets – and that by itself had made him enough of an expert to present in
front of a lot of people most of whom were probably making a lot more than him.
I talked about this on two of my podcast episodes. Check out the links below.
Episode #41: Seth Godin Ruined the Internet & How To Become an Expert and Build Authority &
Influence
Episode #42: Part 2: Seth Godin Ruined The Internet
So it’s not how much you know – it’s how well you know whatever little you know.

TIP: Stick to 1 Podcast In The Beginning

Stick to one podcast at a time. Try to grow that one first before moving on to another one.
It’s ok to give up one podcast to start another. Or put one on the backburner before starting
another one. Or you may just have an entirely new idea for a new show that your old show
doesn’t allow you to talk about. Or you may figure out that you no longer have the passion for
the topic of that first one, or a co-host bailed on you, or any number of other reasons.
But don’t start a 2nd podcast on top of your first one, just because your 1st one is not doing well.
That would be like joining a second gym because you’re not losing weight at the first gym. If you
can’t lose weight at the first one, you probably won’t lose weight at the second one.
Getting a 2nd job doing the same thing as you were in the first job, because you’re not doing
well and not growing at your first, is not a good recipe for success.
Now, on the other hand, you might find that treadmills and weights are not your thing - so you
quit the gym and join a local tennis league because you’ve always wanted to play tennis.
Or maybe you join a gym as well as a tennis league because you want to do both, and you find
doing both alternatively (than just doing the same thing all the time) is more fun for you, and
you actually start seeing success.
Doing more of the same and expecting different results is the definition of insanity.
Very few people can successfully grow multiple shows at the same time. And in the beginning,
you’re not going to know or have enough to pull that off. So work on one show at a time – at
least until you’ve got a good hold on running a show.
I waited for one full year, and after I had celebrated the first anniversary of my first podcast at
http://SubscribeMe.fm , only then did I launch another show with a completely different angle
and approach and in a different niche too, at http://CutToTheChase.fm .

TIP: The Stunningly Simple 99Designs Hack That Saved Me $800 and 17 Hours of
Work
99Designs.com rocks!
I used their service to get my own book cover designed, as well as my podcast art work.
Veena Prashanth, my wife and co-founder & co-developer of DAP, also used it to get the cover
designed for her book Upsells Unleashed.
Normally, the way it works, is that you pick the type of project you want done: Book cover,
logo, social media pack, etc. You then pick between various levels.

The more you pay, the more benefits you get, as seen in the above image.
And then at the end, there’s another upsell: For like $99 more (may have changed), they will
promote your contest to their entire network, get it in front of more designers, etc. All said and
done, you can easily spend $799 + $99 = $898 – basically, $900 for your book cover.

The issue is that most people will never make back that money selling their Kindle book at
prices like $0.99 or $2.99. But you also don’t want to get a cheap-looking cover design, because
fair or not, most people still do judge a book by its cover.
So here’s my personal, super-secret method I discovered, that let me pay just $50 for a design
that’s easily worth about $900. So I basically saved $850.
Here’s how I did it: Let’s start with my book cover.
My book was about membership sites.
So, I started with a Google search for the following:
create book cover contest site:99designs.com
The search query specifically searches only within the 99designs.com web site.
And you will get the direct links to all of the contest pages from their web site, as shown in the
screenshot below.

Pay close attention to the search results above, and I have highlighted the text below each
result, that also shows you how many designs were submitted to the contest, and also shows
number of designers who participated.
Let’s click over to the first result, and here’s what I see.

At the above page, it shows the winning design, as well as all of the other entries submitted –
almost all of the rest having not won the contest.
Click over to each designer’s various submissions. Then check out the submissions of each of
the other designers. View all of the designs that didn’t win.
Open a text file, and start noting down the URL of every design you “like”, and “love” (make 2
sections in your text file).
Then go back to the Google search, pick up the next item from the search result, go into each of
the designs, and continue making your “like”/”love” list.

If you want to go even deeper, then you could include more keywords in your original Google
search – like “membership” or “horse” or “food” – basically words from your niche that your
book is in.
You can follow the same strategy regardless of whether it is a “book cover” design or “podcast”
artwork design.
From your like/love list, start arranging them in the order that you are most excited about.
Start from the top, and visit the designer’s profile page of the first design you love the most.
See the image below:

(1) shows you how recently the designer was logged in to their web site.

(2) shows you how to invite them to work with you.
(3) The number of “likes” for their design – probably from a poll taken by the contest creator’s
friends and contacts – also gives you an idea of which design resonated most with their
network.
Armed with this information, next invite the designer to work with you directly.

You can contact them directly, send them a direct URL to the design that you’re interested in,
and ask them if they will customize the design for you.
In my case, I loved their current design very much, and all they had to do was to replace the
existing text with new text. Probably 10 minutes of work.
So I asked the designer how much he would charge me to customize it. He said $50. I said
“Done!” It was as simple as that.
So here’s the before and after images. Note that in this case, the best design I fell in love with,
was one of the images from my wife Veena Prashanth’s own contest that she ran for her book
Upsells Unleashed. This was not the one she picked, of course. It was one of the designs that
did not win the contest.
So it’s important that you don’t rip off the winning design of somebody else’s contest. That
would be immoral, and illegal as well (copyright infringement). So be sure to ask the designer if
they have previously used that design anywhere else before, and if not, then let them know
that you’re willing to pay for it to be customized to suit your needs.

Here’s an original design that did not win:

And here’s my modified cover based on the exact same design:

For my book cover, I had the guy design me a fancy title graphic for the word “Subscribe” which
had two arrows going in a circle – to emphasize “subscription” and “recurring payments”, which
is what my book was primarily about. And the designer obliged me graciously without any
complaints, and he didn’t even ask me for a raise.
In the end, I was so happy with his work, and I felt that I had extracted more work from him
(because of several revisions) than what he had originally bargained for. So I volunteered to pay
him another $50 for his great work – a “tip”, so to speak. He was super thrilled, I was super
thrilled, and the entire project was done via 99Designs.com, so they got their cut as well.
Win/win/win.
And that’s how I got a fantastic book cover for pennies on the dollar. I could’ve easily paid up to
$900 for the same design, and it would’ve taken my at least a few weeks to work with all of the
designers, answer their questions, give them all guidelines on what I preferred and what I
didn’t, then poll my social network to see which design they liked, etc. All of that would’ve
taken me at least 15-20 hours of work - I got it done in under 2 hours.
Now, I did poll my network about the fancy “subscribe” image, as I asked my guy for 2 options,
and I did of course tell him exactly what I wanted, so that helped.
So I posted the following image on Facebook and asked my network for their opinion about
which one they liked, and more importantly “why”. I got some fantastic answers – just waited
for a couple of days to get in a bunch of responses. Tallied up the totals, threw in my own
preference, and I ended up with #2 in the image below.

I technically was able to get it done for $50, but I felt that I owed the guy a tip for his amazing
work (basically a 100% tip).
So what might have been $900 + 20 hours of work, instead turned into $100 + 2 hours of work.
A total win for all. And that’s the way… aha aha… I like it… aha aha!
TIP: The Art of Positioning
How do you want your audience to see you?
As a Rock Star?
Super-Geek?
Funny?
Fair?
Endearing?
Intelligent?
Superstar?
Classy?
Unattainable?

Jerk?
Crazy?
Politically Incorrect?
Brutally honest?
Everything you do on your show needs to work towards positioning you as this persona you
wish to create. Now for me, I didn’t have to think about what kind of persona I wanted to have.
It comes naturally to me: I’m a super-geek. In fact, I’m officially the coolest geek on the planet.
Don’t believe me? Just click here to ask Google as to who is the “coolest geek on the planet”
and you’ll see who rocks the top listing! 
It’s ok if you have to put some thought into this. Just remember: Fair or not, you will be
constantly judged by what you say, how you say it, and why you say things on your podcast.
Say one wrong thing, and you could be construed as too religious, bigoted, sexist, racist,
xenophobic, homophobic, etc. And if you sound clueless, then that hurts your chances of being
perceived as an expert as well. So choose your words with care – unless, of course, your shtick
is to be outrageous and politically-incorrect.
But for the most part, it’s not the big things that you need to worry about – because if you’re
generally a decent person, those big issues won’t be an issue. It will usually come down to the
little things.
One podcaster I know is constantly posting “woe is me” posts on Facebook, always posting
about their personal health issues and day-to-day challenges because of their health issues, and
how they can’t afford to even buy basic medical equipment to make their day better. But this
person has a podcast about overcoming challenges, and personality development and “success
thinking”, etc. Would you really want to learn about success from someone who is constantly
whining about lack of funds, lack of health, lack of resources, lack of mental strength and on
and on?
Another podcaster I know has a show about how to become a successful podcaster, yet has
forever mocked podcasts with sponsors, equates accepting sponsorship to “selling your soul”,
looks down upon, and mocks those wanting to make money from their podcasts.
Saying things on your show that make you look like like a noob, or small-time, a whiner,
immature, inconsiderate, angry, bigoted, sexist, racist, homophobic etc, will quickly alienate
you from listeners, fans and advertisers.

If you always come across as depressed or angry, then why would I want to buy your course on
fulfillment and happiness?
If you have been divorced multiple times, and you’re constantly bad-mouthing your exes, then
do I really want to follow your advice on how to meet the partner of my dreams have a blissful
marriage?
If you have 2 day jobs to make ends meet, will I really trust your advice on how to build a
successful business?
You get the idea.
You cannot “fake it till you make it” in today’s hyper-social world where everything travels at
the speed of how fast someone can hit “post” or “share” on Facebook or Twitter.
So think about how you want people to see you, and do your darnedest best to actually turn
into that person, because you can’t fool your audience – not for long, for sure.
TIP: Podcast Hosting
In general, do not host your podcast files on your own site. Most people use “shared hosting” –
where you are sharing your server with other web site owners. And on such hosts, your web
site generally doesn’t have too many resources allocated to it. So if you host your mp3 files on
your site, then as you start growing and getting more listeners, your site will start to slow down,
stutter and sputter and become completely unusable every so often. That impacts your
podcast, because your podcast RSS feed is probably also hosted on your own site, which means
if your site goes down, your podcast goes down.
So it’s best you store your audio files on a fast, third-party server optimized for media files.
If it’s a one-off audio file, or a private members-only audio course, then you could host your
files on Amazon S3, and then use a player like CoolCastPlayer.com to privately play those files
from your web site. Of course, CoolCastPlayer will also play your public podcast, and offers a
feed player and an individual episode player.
There are so many podcasting hosting solutions: LibSyn, BluBrry, PodBean, etc.
I personally use LibSyn.com for both my podcasts. The other one I would recommend is
BluBrry.com.

You could also use a WordPress plugin called PowerPress and host your podcast RSS feed on
your own site, but I wouldn’t recommend that. So go with LibSyn or BluBrry.
TIP: Auphonic.com
Auphonic.com is a freemium online service, where you upload your raw audio file, which might
have different audio levels from different clips, different hosts, music and speech, background
noise, low hum noise, etc.
Auphonic then does its crazy magic, and you get back a file that has audio of a consistent
volume level, background noise removed, elevated and consistent sound, etc.
Basically, you upload a raw audio file, and you get back a file with high-quality audio. Obviously,
if your raw audio has terrible sound, no amount of magic (a.k.a post-production) can fix bad
audio. So the best time to worry about getting good audio, is before hitting the record button.
The screenshot below gives you an idea of the before and after of Auphonic magic (waveform in
the top-half of the image shows the after, and lower-half shows before. See how the audio
waveform is leveled and consistent after Auphonic processing.

Below, you will find a screenshot of the Auphonic configuration I use for my own podcast.

TIP: Don’t Settle For Interview Shows Just Because You Can’t/Won’t Generate
Your Own Content
Here’s a question I saw in a Facebook group for podcasters: “I need help finding a name for my
new podcast. It'll be an interview style show talking to artists of all varieties - authors,
comedians, artists, producers, musicians, etc. The show will be edgy, funny, informational. Any
suggestions appreciated!”
Let’s call him Bob. This was my reply to Bob.
“Hi Bob, my $0.02 would be to tighten up the focus of the show a lot more. ‘Interview style
show talking to artists of all varieties’ and ‘edgy, funny, informational’ sounds like what every
other show claims.
That is too generic, too vague and too loose to know what your core passion is.
Start with... Who is your audience? People who want to just be entertained? What are they
going to gain from your show? What exactly are they going to learn? What kind of information?
About what? Getting really, REALLY deep into your audience demographic and psychographic,
their needs and wants and what they will absolutely LOVE ... will automatically help the true
theme of your show rise to the top.
Targeting your audience's needs a lot more and zeroing in on it will help you attract and keep
and grow your audience over time. Trying to lump "artists of all varieties" into one show is like
wanting to interview every "entrepreneur" - which is basically anyone who has a business. And
there are probably 20,000 podcasts that all do the same – “interviewing entrepreneurs”. Which
is why 19,900 of them get very few downloads.
The laziest thing you can do as a podcaster, is to start an “Entrepreneur <insert
fire/ignited/burning/exploding” podcast. There are just too many of them out there already.
And they all sound exactly the same. Unless, you come up with a new angle - like Jon Nastor
does it with "Hack The Entrepreneur".
I hate to boast, but check out my show at CutToTheChase.fm , where I’m trying to differentiate
myself by promising a show that “cuts out all of the fluff, the awkward hellos, boring smalltalk and dragged-out backstories, and cuts right to the chase”.

And that is my USP. So on my show, I don’t do the “same-ol’ same-ol’” interviews asking the
“same-ol’ same-ol’” questions. It’s completely different – so different that it has never been
done before.
Doing an interview-based show just because you can’t generate enough content by yourself,
maybe because you're not an expert yourself - is just outright lazy, boring and over-done. Very
few people become viewed as experts just because they interviewed a hundred other experts.
The Oprah Winfrey interview model is not always the best way to establish authority. Sure, you
can get some awareness and piggy-back PR due to the guest, but that doesn’t guarantee that it
will help your personal brand. If you can interview someone, so can others. So why should
anyone listen to your interview when that same guest is probably going on 50 other shows?
Check out Ep #36: The Oprah Model of Generating Content - Part 4
TIP: Create Episode Titles Like A Marketer
Every title has to be smart, concise and irresistible: Because when you get new listeners, they
will skim through your episode titles and randomly download the ones whose titles intrigues or
interests them or grabs them the most.
Your episode titles have to be marketed like the chapter titles of a book. Imagine someone
picking up your book from a shelf in a real book-store. They look at the cover, they look at the
back, then they open the book and will check out the foreword and table of contents, to see if
the chapter titles promise them what they’re thinking of learning, or if it evokes enough
interest or curiosity for them to delve deeper into the book – maybe read a couple of chapters
right there, then it piques there interest some more, they take it to the coffee shop in the store,
read some more, then they figure this book is too good to be skimmed over, and they buy a
copy of your book and take it home with them.
That is how you’ve got to market your episode titles. So whether it’s on their smart-phone’s
tiny screen looking at your iTunes page, or look at your “feed player” on your web site (check
out what mine looks like at SubscribeMe.fm), the titles have got to grab their attention quickly
and tell them clearly what the premise of your show is.


Do not start your titles with a number. That’s wasting the precious few characters on
episode numbers that is not going to benefit a potential or current listener in any way.



It’s an even bigger waste when you add a ZERO in front of episode numbers.



And the biggest one of all: Prefixing those numbers with the initials of your podcast (like
“SM” for “Subscribe Me”. Making your podcast title be something like “SM057 – Then
Comes Lame Podcast Title”



Don’t start your sub-title or your descriptions with useless text like: “In this week’s
episode, which is episode XYZ of the SubscribeMe Show, we talk to…” – there, you’ve
already gone WAY beyond the number of characters that can be seen on a smartphone.
Which means, put 20 of the same lines over and over again, and that’s what your feed
looks like when viewed on a phone. That’s just terrible marketing – amateurish at best.



See image below. Most descriptions start with “If you are listening” or “Are you
listening” or some version of that. Completely wasted space in the all-important
description field on your podcast.



In the image below, see how all titles start with “PH – 30” – there’s also a space before
and after the hyphen there. So that is 7 characters wasted on something no one cares
about, and doesn’t help a potential listener – or even a current listener - understand
what that episode is about. And on top of that, the same thing is repeated at the
beginning of the description as well, which could’ve been used more judiciously and
wisely to tell more about the episode.



This one below spells out the entire word “Episode” – colossal waste of space.

TIP: Skip The Lame Questions
Don’t ask your guest lame questions like “What is your favorite quote”. If I wanted quotes from
famous people, there is Google for that. Or I just went to Facebook, I can see folks taking other
famous people’s quotes and using a free service like Canva.com, and posting image upon image
of worthless noise.
Don’t ask lazy questions like “For those who don’t know you, tell us a little bit about yourself”.
Do some research about the guest and give them a great introduction and then get right into
the show after the intro. Don’t drag your feet to get into the core of your show.
So skip the “Crap, here we go again!” type of obvious questions. Be creative. Borrow styles and
questions from podcasts totally unrelated to your niche, because your audience is probably not
listening to those. Just don’t copy from the very same podcasts that everyone is listening to.

TIP: Ask Intelligent, Follow-up Questions
There are a lot of things that go into asking great questions, but sometimes the simplest ones
are the ones that get ignored.
One time, I was being interviewed on a podcast, and somehow the conversation came to a
point, where I remembered this incredibly story, and I said “I have this insane story about how I
was probably the first person to ever sell resell rights to a product, to one of the biggest names
in the Internet Marketing industry who was a college kid back then”. And the host didn’t even
pause to think – he completely ignored my tabloid-worthy, TMZ-like story, and just moved on
to his next boring pre-written question on his list.
You would never do that if you were having a conversation with me, would you?
Listen to the “Tim Ferriss Show” and “James Altucher Show” – they’re always questions that
you’re also thinking of – lot of it based on what the guest just said. So it’s ok to have a list of
questions to have a larger framework for where you want the interview to go, but don’t miss
out on the golden nuggets that are sure to come up during the conversation. Don't leave out
incomplete topics.
Go deep and don't care about the time limit. Nothing annoys me more than a host interrupting
the guest in the middle of a great topic, and saying “Well, I’m afraid that’s all the time we have
for today”. Really? What is this? The nightly news that has to wrap up on time because “The
Tonight Show” is next and everything is on a second-to-second schedule?
Don’t take yourself too seriously. A show can be as long as there’s great content. Just like a
great book can be as long as it needs to get the point (or the story) across. Don’t pre-determine
the length of an interview – that’s fine if you want to do a cookie-cutter, 10-interviews-a-day,
record-them-all-in-2-days kind of show. Those kinds of shows suck, really. Some big name
podcasters do 10 to 30 interviews within a span of a few days, and the low quality is really
telling (a.k.a “poor”).
It’s almost like the podcaster wants to be done with his cookie-cutter questions and move on to
the next “segment”, because otherwise, he can’t record that many shows in a day, because
quantity is more important to the podcaster than quality.
You will never see a Tim Ferriss or James Altucher do that – which is why their shows are sitting
at the top of iTunes. And if you see someone who does 10 interviews a day for 3 days so that
they can pre-record 30 interviews for the month in 3 days and then go do something else,

they’re not going to be around for too long. I know I’ve unsubscribed from all such shows
where their goal is to just put out the numbers, and not have deep, interesting conversations
that are super-engaging.
MYTH: Your Guests Will Promote Your Show
Not all shows are interview shows. That means, you may not have 8 guests on your first 8
episodes. And even if you did, not every one of them will email there "massive" lists in order to
promote your show.
I know I wouldn't, if I were a guest on your show. My list was not built for promoting your stuff.
I have built my list with blood, sweat and tears, over many years, and I protect my lists fiercely,
because I would rather email them with a lot of "Jabs", and then maybe an occasional "Right
Hook" here and there. I want to build up my value, so that I can promote something of mine
when the time comes - like my book, or my podcast, or a new product launch. Why would I
promote your show to tens of thousands of actual buyers on my list?
I am not that vain for me to show off that I was interviewed on your show. Not unless you’re a
Tim Ferriss or Pat Flynn. I get nothing out of it. I can get a lot of people interviewing me and
then promoting ME to their lists - not the other way around. I surely would share your interview
on Facebook and Twitter, but that’s about it – I’m not going to email your episode link to my
precious buyers. And even if I wanted to, I would prefer you are using a player like
CoolCastPlayer.com , so that I could embed your episode on my own web site, so that you get
exposure to my audience, but I keep my audience “in house”, if you know what I mean.
So if you are expecting to launch 8 episodes with 8 guests and naively think that those 8 guests
will fall all over each other to promote your show just because your great new show is now live,
then think again. It's not going to work. Maybe for 1 in a 1000 shows, it might. But for 999
others, it won’t.
Now, I'm not telling you to avoid big-name guests completely - just don't do it expecting them
to email their list for you. Yes, you should still get big-name guests. But don't do it at the very
beginning - only because if you haven't done a podcast before, or haven't interviewed people
before, you may not even be that good when you first get started. Heck, I know that I didn't
know to ask the right questions during my first-ever time interviewing someone else. I didn't
have good follow-up questions, I just wasn't "on top of my game" - because I hadn't even
learned the game yet.

If your guests have big lists, like I mentioned earlier, they're probably not going to mail for your
brand new show. The only time they would do it for vanity, is if you were a HUGE name in your
industry. And then they would do it just to show that they have now "arrived" and that they
have now been interviewed on a really popular show. That would add to their credibility.
But with a brand new show, and probably being no celebrity yourself, that option is not there.
So that leaves the B- , C- and D-list guests. Most of them may not have that big of a brand or a
list or a social presence. So even if they agree, it's not going to bring you thousands of
downloads. So that strategy of "I'll interview the biggest names and get them to fall all over
each other to promote my show" is just not going to work. Sorry.
TIP: Ulterior Motives Don’t Work
You can get great "borrowed credibility" from getting a big name guest on your show, and if
they are a popular brand, and if you have their name in the title of your episode, then searches
on iTunes for their name or brand will list your episode where you interviewed them. Doesn’t
necessarily mean that your show will be high in the search results – just means that yours will
be one of them.
Just don't do that expecting that they will promote your episode. They most likely won’t. In one
the Facebook groups that I belong to, I saw a guy ranting and raving that someone he had just
interviewed refused to interview him back.
Unless you explicitly set up an "interview exchange" (which is horrible idea in itself), don't
expect your guest to bring you as a guest on their show, just because you interviewed them on
your show.
Just because President Obama went on Marc Maron's show doesn't mean Marc can expect the
President to return the favor by inviting him to a Cabinet meeting.
TIP: People-in-a-room Mindset
Just focus on creating great content. Keep putting out show after amazing show. And build a
fan-base. Remember, even 100 downloads is like speaking to a room full of 100 people. Many
people would go nuts with joy if they are able to do that at a live, in-person conference and
rock the stage in front of 100 people. So don't worry about the numbers. Those will come. Just
focus on creating an amazing show.

TIP: Podcast Host
Do not use SoundCloud for podcasting. They do not have features critical for podcasters.
I use and highly recommend LibSyn. A lot of A-listers I have learned from, use LibSyn. Fantastic
platform.
BluBrry is also great. Use their free PowerPress plugin if you want to host it all on your own
WordPress site (not recommended, but doable).
PodBean and Spreaker are also right up there.
At the end of the day, as long as you pick a decent host, it doesn’t really matter where you host
your show when it comes to building a successful podcast. Your hosting platform is not going to
do diddly-squat for your podcast, just like having an Aweber or <insert popular email provider
here> account is not going to build your list for you.
You are the one who has to do the marketing. You still have to consistently put out a
remarkable show. You have to get the word out about your show.
I don't ever promote my iTunes link (did it way in the beginning when I didn’t know what I was
doing). It is still confusing to a lot of regular (aka “non podcasting”) folks if they see an iTunes or
Stitcher link. I get about 20% of my downloads directly from my web site.
So I promote my own web site most of the time. When they get there, they are greeted by a
big, beautiful “Feed Player” that showcases all of my podcast episodes in a pretty play list. So
they can quickly sample multiple episodes. And then they’re shown a beautiful popup with a
great lead magnet, so I can get them to subscribe to my email list. And once they’re on my list, I
can keep them there by sending highly relevant and actionable email content, and that also
gives me a chance to promote other things – like asking for a rating and a review, notifications
about new episodes, new content on my web site, etc.
“List… list… list”. That’s all that matters for promoting your show.
For that you need an engaged audience. And for that, it doesn't matter where they're listening
from. All that matters is that they listen to your show, and get to know, like and trust you.

Send them to a URL like SubscribeMe.fm/podcast/ - which lists all of the episodes in reverse
chronological order (regardless of player being used). Or even better, to your home page where
there’s a full playlist of all your episodes, like what I have at http://SubscribeMe.fm
When you bring them to your web site...
1) You control the user-experience. You can make it dead-simple for them to listen to your
show, and you know that it's not the easiest thing to do that on iTunes or the even uglier
Stitcher.com site. No apps to download, don't care about the device, Android, iOS, Windows…
nothing matters. Just a visit to your web site - and EVERYBODY knows how to get to a web site.
They land on your site, and boom… they can be listening to your show. That is the fastest way
to get someone to sample your show, so that they can know right away if your show is right for
them.
2) If they like it, then on your show, you can tell them where to go to "subscribe", and of
course, if your player offers custom buttons, you can put the subscribe links right below your
player for iOS, Stitcher, etc (Check out CoolCastPlayer.com which offers custom buttons, a
beautiful looking feed and episode player, and more).
3) Most important reason to bring them to your web site: You get to do everything possible to
add them to your email list. NOTHING ELSE matters. Not ratings, not reviews. ONLY call to
action should be to get them to join your list (of some kind, whether it is email, or your
Facebook group - email is the best choice). You can have a nice pop-up on that page, you can
show them the value of a great lead magnet you are offering, and beg-plead-threaten, get them
on your list. Check out my lead-magnet popup at SubscribeMe.fm
4) Finally, if things change, technology changes, you can keep updating your web site, but you
can't do anything if they're going straight to your iTunes URL. If your iTunes URL changes, you
cannot go back to the hundreds of locations online where you had already posted your iTunes
URL and modify them. Even if you use a cloaked link pointing to your own site – like
http://SubscribeMe.fm/itunes/ , even then, it’s better you control the flow.
And that’s how I started thinking about creating a web-based player, CoolCastPlayer.com . I also
have the added advantage of making it more user-friendly for putting it on a members-only
page and selling it to DAP users.

TIP: Don’t Use Explicit Language
Unless the style and substance of your show absolutely requires coarse language and
expletives, don’t curse on your show or use explicit language on your show.
If you do, then you will have to mark your episode as “Explicit” (iTunes requires you to
categorize your episodes and your podcast as “Clean” or “Explicit”). And shows marked as
“Explicit” will not appear in iTunes in countries where they prohibit such shows. So you may
miss out on an international audience.
Explicit language may not be a big deal to you, but it is a big deal to a large number of people
online. Maybe it conflicts with their personal preferences, their worldview, or they may not be
able to listen to your show in the car on the way to work because they may have their kids in
the car with them.
I’ve seen a number of (rare) times when someone recommended a show, but had to warn the
reader with a disclaimer about the coarse language. So you would just be making it harder for
your listeners to whole-heartedly recommend you. Plus, not everyone can pull of cursing like
Gary Vaynerchuk (“Ask GaryVee” show).
I experienced this first-hand in my book “No Business Like E-Business” that I wrote back in
2007. In the very last chapter, I had a section with just one line comparing how making money
can be like wanting to have… um… let’s just say, procreate . It wasn’t really vulgar or
offensive, and I never really thought much of it, until one day, I got a very angry email from a
father, who said (paraphrasing here): “I’m so disappointed with the text in your last chapter. I
bought a copy of your book for my 13 year old so that she could learn about online marketing,
and your last chapter really embarrassed her, and exposed her to thoughts that I didn’t want
her exposed to”. Or something of that nature.
So know your audience and make sure you’re not saying explicit words that offend them,
especially if there’s no real reason for doing so.
In general, if it’s not absolutely essential to your show, try to complete avoid explicit language,
and if a few words do popup ever now and then (maybe a guest said it during an interview),
then “bleep” out the words, or even completely mute the words, so that you can still mark your
episodes as “Clean”, and reach the biggest possible audience on iTunes and other directories.

TIP: How to include dated material
You may talk about things on your podcast that may date the show. Like talking about a certain
sporting event, or mentioning the time of the year, or a certain event in your life. I personally
don’t think of this as a big deal, because if you don’t mention anything personal or refer to any
current events or seasons or new year’s or holidays, then your show can sound terribly
impersonal to your listeners. And the moment you refer to something specific, it will date your
show for years to come. But that’s ok. I personally don’t care.
But if you do, then you could include any special time-specific offers as a separate editable
segment. Doesn't matter where it is located – whether at the beginning, middle or end. Just
make sure there is at least a second of silence before and after the segment, so that it can be
edited out later if required. So after your dated offer - whether it is to a special offer or limited
time sale, or the mention of a holiday - like Christmas or New Year's - you can keep it on for
those listening when the show is launched. But later on, you can remove the segment and reupload your MP3. The awesome thing about iTunes is that you can re-edit and upload and
replace your audio file, by uploading a new version to your podcast host, like LibSyn. YouTube
doesn't allow this. Is it more work? Sure. Probably 10 minutes of work for you or whoever does
your editing.
TIP: Skip a Week Rather Than Publish Crap
Should you publish an episode that has rather “weak” content (maybe you didn’t have the time
or energy to prepare great content this week), or is it OK to just skip publishing a week so that
you are better prepared for your next episode time?
It depends on how weak the "weak" is here. One podcaster’s "weak" content could be better
than another’s "strong" content. So if it the content you have prepared for an upcoming
episode is kinda crappy and you don’t feel good about it, then I would rather skip episodes than
put out crappy stuff just to brag that "I did it without missing a week".
Trust me: Your audience is not going to leave your show just because you skipped a week. In my
first year of podcasting, I published just 42 episodes. That’s 10 missed weeks. No one
complained, and if someone is going to unsubscribe from my show because I missed a week
once in a while, that too for a free podcast where I provide an insane amount of value and
spent a lot of time, money and effort to publish it, then I really don’t care that they left. You
can’t – and you will never - make everyone happy.

When I like someone's podcast, I stay for a very long time, regardless of publishing schedule. It's
not like I'm left hanging if they don't publish one week - or two, for that matter. I have about
10-15 podcasts that I am subscribed to, and all of those shows download automatically when
there’s a new episode.
And in addition, when I discover a new podcast I love, I go back and download past episodes, so
I usually have a huge stack of backlog episodes to listen to. So I always have more than enough
content to listen to. And in the Podcast app as well as the OverCast app that I use to listen to
my podcasts, they both offer a playlist, where it just keeps playing episodes from different
shows, in the reverse order in which they were published. So I don't even notice who didn't
publish this week or in 2 weeks.
But if I listen to a couple of crappy episodes from a podcast, then chances are very high that I
will unsubscribe and delete that show, and I'm never EVER coming back - not because I am
angry or anything - but because there are just too many great shows to listen to, and I will just
move on to the others. So on one side, it is tempting to say "Just ship it" like Seth Godin would
say. But it’s always better to err on the side of Quality, than on the side of Quantity. So it’s
better to skip a show than put out a crappy one.
My Podcast Workflow


I use LibSyn to host my show.



I am really good at editing in Camtasia, so I choose to edit my own shows – at least for
now.



So once my edited show is ready, I export it to “wav” initially, then I upload the wav file
to Auphonic.com, which is one of the best online tools that help you optimize your
audio and get it sounding great. Download it as an mp3 file. Auphonic has a free tier
that gives you 2 hours of free audio processing per month. And then I have purchased
additional credits for when I need more than the 2 per month.



I did something no one has ever done before (at least as far as I know): I auctioned the
ad spot on my first show. I conducted the auction on eBay. I had to list it under Business
& Industrial>Websites & Businesses for Sale>Internet Businesses & Websites, because
if you list it as a digital product, you can't auction it. And no other category allows both a
digital product and an auction to take place. Lots of head-banging to figure that out. Be
sure to turn on free shipping for the US, and while international doesn't have the free

shipping option, you can offer shipping for 1 penny. I failed to do that, and a couple of
international users emailed me to tell me that they couldn't participate in the auction
because of that. Yikes! Lost a few potential bidders there.


I created a cool report to use as the lead magnet, hooked it up with a Thrive Themes
leadbox, and that's what is on my web site at SubscribeMe.fm. So I started building a list
from the get-go, and I highly recommend you do so too - even if you haven't even
published a single episode. List, list, list. That's the biggest one.



I also created a couple of bonuses for those who review and rate:
a) A free copy of my Kindle book about membership sites and recurring subscriptions),
and
b) Those who rated and reviewed my show within the first 72 hours of the show
launching, were also enrolled into a giveaway where 3 winners got a 1-hour 1-on-1 call
with me.



Doing Interviews: I downloaded and tried 3 pieces of software for recording Skype calls
on Windows: Voipcallrecording.com (free), Pamela.biz & Supertintin.com (both paid).
I did a Skype test-call and recorded both sides through all 3 of them. Voipcallrecording
was the absolute worst in quality, Pamela was almost just as bad, and the
unquestionable winner was Supertintin.com. Absolutely love the voice quality on both
ends, though the other end appears to be of slightly better quality than my end. But
that’s a very negligible difference and running it through Auphonic will take care of the
levels.



Since I have Camtasia and I also happen to be a super-user and know almost every trick
and technique to use Camtasia, I figured let me turn on the Camtasia screen recorder
(which allows you to disable screen recording and then record just the audio) and set
the audio to "Record System Audio". And to my surprise, it had the best quality of all
solutions mentioned further below).
So here's what I do: When I interviewed my first (and only) guest (so far) for my show, I
recorded the conversation with both Camtasia and Supertintin. Camtasia is the one I
eventually used in the show, and Supertintin was a backup (in case one of them crashed
on me during the call).



I went with Calendly.com for the calendar system. Have been seeing a lot of people use
it lately, and a quick search showed that I couldn't go wrong. So signed up and was all
set within minutes. Fantastic system.



I have only submitted it to three directories so far: iTunes, Stitcher and KissMyRSS.com
(KissMyRSS is my own, free site that gives podcasters the opportunity to get in front of a
new audience for free). Most other directories like OverCast (which is primarily a
podcast app) scrape shows from iTunes, so your show will end up in these directories
even if you didn’t explicitly submit it to them.

Myth: Stats, Stats, Stats
As a podcaster, we’re all generally a bit in the dark when it comes to true podcast stats;
because there simply aren’t great stats available at this time just because of the nature of RSS
feeds and how podcasts are “downloaded” but there isn’t a way to track actual “listens”, etc.
I will soon be updating this section with more details about some new standards that have been
arrived at in the podcast community. Send me an email to Ravi@digitalaccesspass.com and I
will send you an updated copy of this book when it’s available (if you have already gotten a paid
or free copy of this book – just forward the receipt or confirmation email as well).
But even within the limited stats we have, don’t pay attention to the total downloads per
month. That is obviously going to keep increasing each month as you add more episodes.
Podcasting 5 times a week for the sake of increasing your downloads is like getting 3 jobs just to
earn more money. If you work 3 jobs, you will make more money at the end of the month. Just
because you are earning more money per month doesn’t mean you are becoming more
successful at your first job. All it means that you’re working more and getting paid more.
The true statistic that shows if your audience is growing, is the per-episode download number.
Over time, this number should increase, because I hope that your show is getting better with
each episode, your list is getting bigger, your Twitter followers and FB posts and social media
marketing is getting better and more impactful. All of that means that you should be signing up
more and more new subscribers with each new episode.
So when you launch your first episode, you may only get 50 downloads. And some of those
people may have gone on to become subscribers. Which means that when you launch the next

episode, within about 48 hours, you will have a bunch of automatic downloads. That number
will reasonably show you how many people have actually “subscribed” to your show versus
“drive-by” listeners who just stopped by to check out an episode or two either directly from
iTunes or one of the other directories, or maybe even clicked on a play button or two from the
players on your web site. Those drive-by listeners may or may not come back, but usually
someone who subscribed to your show via their favorite podcast app will tend to stick around
for a while so that they can automatically get your next episode downloaded to their device
soon after you publish it.
Just remember: A download doesn’t necessarily mean they listened to it. Your latest episode
might have gotten downloaded to someone’s device, but they may not have listened to it yet.
They may do it after a few hours, after a few days or weeks or months. Or they may never listen
to it ever, and you only got a download, but they never listened to your show, and may have
even unsubscribed or deleted your podcast from their device.
So currently, there is no way
TIP: 2-Click Play
It is a complete waste of time, money and effort if you are promoting your iTunes or Stitcher
link directly. It is the biggest wasted call to action. iTunes is really hard to navigate for those
who are new to podcasts. The goal of your promotions should be to get the visitor to your web
site and listen to your podcast episode right on your web site.
I call this "2-Click Play".
Click #1: Brings them to your web site.
Click #2: Should be on your Play button
There is simply no faster or more efficient way to get someone to listen to your podcast
episode, than putting an online audio player on your web site.
The first click is your audience or your friends or your social network, clicking on a link in your
email, on Facebook, or on Twitter. Give a sneak-peek about the content of your episode, and
they click on a link that brings them to your web site.

Next, when they arrive there, they should be greeted by a podcast player that looks really good,
looks like an audio player, and has a nice, large play button that is just begging to be clicked on.
And their 2nd click should be on that play button.
A few seconds later, they're off and away, listening to your show. And if they like it, you tell
them on the show where to go to subscribe. And of course, you have a couple of beautiful
buttons right below the player that tells them where to go to subscribe to your show.
THAT is how you get the fullest bang-for-your-podcast-marketing-buck, and that is how you get
more people in the door to listen to your show, so that they can then decide whether or not it
is for them.
THAT is how you grow your audience – by bringing them to your web site and have them
quickly sample your show - and not by sending them directly iTunes where most normal people
will completely get lost. Especially if they’re new to iTunes or new to Podcasts.
WARNING: Podfading
“Podfading” is a popular term used to describe the slow and dragged-out death of a podcast –
where a podcast doesn’t shutdown, but just fades away slowly into oblivion. There are a
number of reasons this could happen, like: A podcast host getting discouraged because their
show is not gaining traction even after putting in a lot of time and effort, and then just throwing
in the towel, host losing the passion, running out of things to say, bored with the subject, family
or day-job becoming a higher priority, co-hosts leaving, lack of time, lack of energy, lack of
health, etc.
The biggest 2 reasons I’ve seen, are loss of interest the subject or in the amount of work it
takes to get a podcast episode out, and then seeing very little return on investment of time,
money and work in terms of poor downloads and lack of listener engagement.
You could sign up for podcast coaching, where someone can coach you through you the process
and motivate you along the way. You could also join a few Facebook groups where you can see
that other podcasters are also going through the same issues, and get some encouragement
knowing that you’re not alone in your struggles. You could also try to attend local podcasters’
meetups in your area, or attend live podcast seminars, that will allow you to actually meet and
talk to other podcasters, and hopefully you’ll get some renewed energy and motivation from
those interactions.

CoolCastPlayer: Makes 2-Click Play Easy
Here are some of the awesome features included in CoolCastPlayer.com, which I'm now
officially labeling the Prettiest Podcast Player on the Planet.
To see it in action, check out CoolCastPlayer.com, and you'll see both the episode player and
the feed player demos.
Here are some of its features...
#1: It can play MP3 files hosted anywhere... like LibSyn, SoundCloud, PodBean, your own
WordPress site, Dropbox, Google Drive, Amazon S3, PowerPress, BluBrry, etc.
#2: It has an "Embed" feature. This allows your guests who you interviewed, and your web site
visitors, simply grab a small piece of code from your web site, and then insert the episode - or
even the entire feed - on their web site. This is similar to how you can grab the embed code of a
YouTube video and put it on a different web site. And if you remember, YouTube grew big-time
because of this viral feature. So allowing others to embed your show on their web site will give
your show a viral marketing aspect.
Plus there's a whole bunch of other features: It's a WordPress plugin that is super easy to
install, AND very intuitive to set up. Mobile Responsive: So it will look equally stunning on all
screens.
It works with PowerPress. It has social buttons and custom buttons to put below the player; it
has a download icon and speed-it-up icon right on the player. You can fully customize the
player colors to match your show's artwork or your web site colors.

What Your Listeners Are Probably Thinking

Many of them are probably thinking what I’m thinking… so here’s what I think… even as I lay on
the dentist’s table, listening to a podcast with my Bluetooth headphones.
I DON’T CARE ABOUT…








I don’t care if you publish your episodes on the same day each week.
I don’t care about the length of your show.
I don’t care about the brand of your mic.
I don’t care about how cute or funny or special your intro is.
I don’t care if you have ads – not even if you have 5 minutes of ads upfront, like Tim
Ferriss does. I still might give you a pass.
I don’t care if it’s stereo or mono.
I don’t care if it’s a single-mic show.



I don’t care about leaving a review for your show, because I just don’t have the time,
and not because I don’t want to. My listening to your show and maybe even subscribing
and my time and attention is the biggest gift you can ever get from me. So use it wisely.

Obviously, I’m even listening to your show in the first place only because your topic is what I’m
interested in – that’s a given.
I CARE ABOUT…







Fantastic, remarkable content
I want to press play, and then just lose myself in your show, enjoy what I’m hearing,
whether it is because you’re teaching, or entertaining, or making me think or trying to
inspire… whatever it is that you’re promising me.
It could be your personality, your expertise, the guest’s expertise, doesn’t matter.
Your “craft” is most important to me compared to all the “tactics” you employ
Give me a show that respects my time and undivided attention, by giving me something
first, before you ask me for anything

I DISLIKE…









I dislike it when you won’t tell me for 5 minutes what your show is about
I dislike it if you have a long show, and you don’t give me a sneak-peek as to what’s
coming up, so that I know whether or not it’s worth sticking around for a dang hour
I dislike it when you fall in love with your own intro, and play your intro – or worse,
some random music – for way too long. If I wanted to listen to music, I would listen to
Pandora. Don’t need to listen to a podcast for that.
I dislike it when you take forever to finish a sentence – or speak like you’re talking to
someone who doesn’t know the language, or like you’re talking to a toddler. No, I’m not
talking about dramatic, pregnant pauses, which I welcome.
I dislike it when you’re thoroughly un-prepared to interview your guest, and you know
as little about the guest, as the guest knows about you.
I dislike it when you ask the guest to “start from the very beginning” and ask them to
recant their entire life history, starting with their birth. Unless you have a celebrity
guest, I don’t care about where they were born, how they were raised, how they met
their spouse, where they went to college, how many times they got fired, how many
businesses and relationships they failed at. Just stop! Establish quickly why I should even
care about this guest and what their achievements and accomplishments are. Maybe if
that earns my respect and attention, I may just tolerate their entire life history.

















I dislike it when you name your new podcast has the word “Entrepreneur” or some
version of that, and “On Fire”
I dislike it when you bring on the same-ol’ same-ol’, jaded guests who have already been
interviewed on 10 other famous podcasts, and just because they’re on those famous
podcasts, if you get them on your show, you think you have a famous podcast too.
I dislike it when you simply just “Go for the Blonde” (like Russell Crow’s “Professor John
Nash” says in the movie, “A Beautiful Mind”), and only go after the usual suspects for
your guest, or simply post in a Facebook group – “Anyone in <insert> niche here who
would like to be interviewed?”, rather than take time to do some research, do some
Googling, research Amazon book authors, find undiscovered gems in your industry, and
bring them on and well-and-truly pick their brains.
I dislike it when you repeat everything your guest just said, right after your guest said it.
Save the summarization for the end.
I dislike it when you ask “What is the one thing I should’ve asked you, but forgot to
ask?” Imagine Oprah or Larry King asking that question. Sheesh! Instead, phrase it
differently: “Is there anything else that you would like to say to those listening?” or
“Anything you would like to add?”
I dislike it when you keep constantly interrupting your guest and make them lose their
train of thought and derail the conversation and make it all about you.
I dislike it when you try to blow off what the guest just said, by making it all about you,
trying to show me (thinking I will be impressed because) you know as much as the guest
about the topic, instead of letting them shine, and then adding your 2 cents after
they’re done
(continuing previous point) I dislike it when you say “I’m afraid we’ve gone over my
usual time limit. So I’m going to completely ignore the most amazing thing you just said
and end this interview, not because you, the guest, have to be somewhere, but because
I have put this imaginary limit on myself and my audience, and have falsely assumed
that the moment I cross my standard minutes, everyone is going to unsubscribe to my
show”. Ummm… no they’re not. This is not a TV show. TV shows have hard sponsor
breaks, hard segments, fixed time slots, and are not flexible, unless it’s a live sporting
event. So no, don’t take yourself that seriously. Go on for as long as there’s great
content to be shared. There’s no such thing as “too long” – there is only “too boring”.
I dislike it when you start an episode with “Tell me a little bit about yourself” – that’s
just being lazy and unprofessional
I dislike it if you can’t say one thing about the guest because of something you
researched on your own.









I dislike it when you blow off an amazing answer by your guest, and instead of asking a
follow up question that could make the entire interview light up, you just move on to
your next question on your list, like you never even heard their last response.
I dislike it when you spend 10 minutes catching me up on the past week of your life,
without ever telling me why I should care.
I dislike it when you start the show by asking me to subscribe to your show on iTunes.
I really, REALLY dislike it when you also ask me to rate and review your show – all in the
first few minutes, when this is the first time I’m listening to your show, and I haven’t
even heard what you have to say, and I don’t even know if I like you yet
I dislike it when you ask me for multiple favors – like joining your list, telling others
about you, all before you’ve done a single thing for me, and before you’ve provided me
even a single drop of value.

As much as all this sounds like opinionated crap, I guess there’s really ONE major point I’m
trying to make.
When people like you, like your show, or your content, or your guests, or the information they
provide – overall, if they feel like they’re getting “value” from your show (everyone has their
own definition of what that “value” is for themselves), then people in general will put up with a
lot of crap in order to get to that value.
To put it in sports’ terms, if you know about basketball, then you may know that Kobe Bryant’s
fans will defend his 5 titles and his “Jordan-like” demeanor, while overlooking all his negatives,
including the Colorado rape case. MJ’s fans will endless defend his womanizing, gambling,
“Republicans buy shoes too”, not standing up for the little guy (or the little kid in child-labor
factories), etc, because they think he’s the GOAT. Magic Johnson’s fans will defend his charm
and skill and unselfishness in spite of the womanizing and other issues. LeBron James’ fans will
endlessly defend him in spite of the “Not 1, Not 2”, leaving Cleveland, leaving the Heat, “at the
end of the day, you go back to your life” and “Chosen 1” arrogance.
We all make excuses for those we’re a fan of, tolerate quirks of loved ones, spouses stay with
cheating and abusive spouses (not always out of fear), all in the name of love, trust, friendship,
relationship, etc. So my point was to say that a lot of people will tolerate not-the-greatest
audio, annoying ads (wherever they occur during a show), annoying calls-to-action, etc etc – as
long as there’s that ONE THING that gets them – that hooks them, that makes your show either
incredibly great, or a can’t miss train-wreck (Skip Bayless anyone?), or something that makes it
worth for them. What that “value” is, is different for each person.

Obviously, the level of tolerance will totally depend on how much they like/love/are a fangirl/fan-boy of the host and the content. I’m only presenting one tiny sliver of one fan’s
perspective.
What My Rant Really Implies…







Don’t delay launching a podcast because you don’t have the best mic. A number of bigname marketers have great shows with terrible audio. But that doesn’t mean you
should aim for having crappy audio.
Doesn’t matter how long your show is – but it does matter how boring it is!
Just because many big shows have 2-hour long shows, doesn’t mean you should
unnecessarily drag what could be a 20-minute tightly run show into a dragged out 50
minutes, just because you can.
Don’t just go after the biggest names – it’s not the size of the name of the guest; it’s the
size of the heart of the guest.

Etc. Etc. Etc.
Lots of points within points. Take it and tweak it to suit your own opinions and boundaries and
preferences as a podcaster and a podcast listener. If the above section gets you to think about
some of these things, and starts a conversation, then I will consider that a good-enough win for
my time. Don’t take any of this personally. It’s is not about you. This is about your show, and
most importantly, your listeners.
Do what you want with it, and go make a remarkable show!
Cheers!
Ravi Jayagopal
Entrepreneur, Software Architect, WordPress Developer & Podcaster
Author, Podcasting Confessions
PodcastingConfessions.com

I’d Like To Thank The Academy…
I wouldn’t be here without the people who have supported me, given me encouragement,
feedback, including my family, my peers, and most importantly, my listeners and customers.
I thank every one of them for contributing to my knowledge and experience. There have been
times when I wanted to give up. But I didn’t, because of a kind word of encouragement from a
listener. That’s how much it makes a difference.
So here’s a shout-out to all the people who have made a difference to my podcast:












My wife Veena Prashanth, who is the most beautiful and the smartest woman on the
planet, the other Co-Founder & Co-Developer of DAP, Founder of
WickedCoolPlugins.com, and author of “Upsells Unleashed”. Without her, I would be
nowhere, and her encouragement kept me going when I thought I was heading towards
podfading.
My son Rohan, who was the first to subscribe to my show the moment it went live, and
then wrote me the sweetest review ever on iTunes! He is a budding podcaster, and
we’re both getting ready to launch a son-and-dad-with-occasional-mom podcast
together. It’s a Movie & TV Show Review podcast, at ZombiesHeroes.com.
My daughter Rhea, who found my intro – where I start the episode with a
“Hellooooooo” - so funny, that she would tear-up laughing, every time she heard it. And
in a cute way, that always uplifted my spirits!
Leo Laporte, TechGuyLabs.com – whose shows I was downloading and listening way
before they were even called a podcast.
Chris Cerrone, CerroneShow.com – really the first show that made me feel like I too
could do this podcasting thing!
Pat Flynn (SmartPassiveIncome.com) & John Lee Dumas (EOFire.com) for showing what
is really possible when you create a legion of engaged fans, and making me dream of
one day having that kind of adulation, following and influence.
Dave Jackson from SchoolOfPodcasting.com, who has inspired me the most both when I
was getting started as well as when I was having my doubts, from whose show I have
probably learned the most about being authentic, and letting your personality and
humor shine. Another shout-out to some of his guests, who have themselves inspired
me! In fact, Dave interviewed a Father & Son podcasting duo who were doing a podcast
together. That sparked an idea in my head that resulted in the show I’m doing with my
son (see above).













Daniel J. Lewis from TheAudacityToPodcast.com, one of the most thorough, organized,
and detailed podcasts about podcasting.
Ray Ortega from ThePodcastersStudio.com who also hosts an amazing show called
PodcastersRoundTable.com which features him, Dave Jackson, Daniel J. Lewis and
usually 1 or 2 other guests, and they all have like kind of a “chat around the campfire”
about podcasting. I love being a fly-on-the-wall and hearing all of their opinions about
various podcasting-related topics.
Jared Easley and Dan Franks, co-founders of PodcastMovement.com, the leading live
event for podcasters.
Cliff Ravenscraft from PodcastAnswerMan.com who has an amazingly soothing and
calming voice and personality, extremely authentic and very relatable.
Luis Congdon from ThrivingLaunch.com who helped me connect with podcasters,
recommended my show to his amazing Facebook group, got me some iTunes reviews
that gave me some encouragement, and even helped me get invited a few other shows
as a guest.
Jon Nastor from HackTheEntrepreneur.com, who graciously invited me on his show,
even though I was nowhere the celebrity that his other guests were.
Chris Krimitsos, TheMessengersDoc.com: A Podcast Documentary is a journey through
the modern world of podcasting uncovering the magic behind why podcasters do what
they do. Produced by award winning film makers, this documentary chronicles the
nationwide growth of podcasting and the future of it.
Keith Griffis of OnlineCreatorsLaunchPad, an amazing connector with an incredible
heart, and an even more amazing Facebook group.

What’s Coming Up
I have so much more to share about the world of Podcasting. I’m just fascinated by the
medium, and I’m constantly trying and learning new stuff, and I want to share all of that with
you. In fact, the great thing about this being a Kindle book (or PDF, if you downloaded this from
PodcastingConfessions.com), is that I can add more sections to it any time I want, without
breaking a sweat!
So that’s exactly what I am going to be doing: Adding more sections as I learn and experiment
and master more things about podcasting – especially sections about podcast marketing &
monetization.
So be sure to email me at ravi@digitalaccesspass.com , and I will let you know when this book is
updated.

My Products & Websites
DigitalAccessPass.com (DAP): I’m the Co-Founder & Co-Developer of DAP, a leading WordPress
Membership Plugin & Marketing Automation Platform.
SubscribeMe.fm: A Podcast about Making, Marketing & Monetizing Online Digital Content with
Membership Sites, Online Courses and Subscriptions
CutToTheChase.fm: A podcast that brings you Business, Tech & Life Hacks From World-Class
Experts, cuts out all of the fluff, the awkward hellos, boring small-talk and dragged-out backstories, and cuts right to the chase
SubscribeMeBook.com/amazon/: My Kindle book called “Subscribe Me: Making, Marketing &
Monetizing Online Digital Content with Membership Sites, Online Courses and Subscriptions”.
CoolCastPlayer.com: Prettiest & Most Powerful Podcast Player on the Planet
KissMyRSS.com: A Free and Powerful Online Discovery website that brings you Free Listeners to
your Podcast
SubscribeMe.fm/group/: Redirects to my free Facebook group where all of my followers and
podcast listeners hangout. Come join us!
S3MediaVault.com: Audio/Video Player for WordPress that lets you securely embed private
Audio and Video that your members can listen/play in their member’s area. Also protects
regular files like PDF, Zip, Doc, etc.
ZombiesHeroes.com: My son Rohan’s Movie & TV Show Review Podcast

How to Contact Me
Email: ravi@digitalaccesspass.com or Contact-us form at http://SubscribeMe.fm
Twitter: http://twitter.com/RaviJayagopal
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ravijayagopal
My Free Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/subscribemefm/

